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"For, in order to work iron, a hammer is needed, and the hammer
cannot be forthcoming unless it has been made; but in order to make it,
there was need of another hammer and other tools, and so on to infin-
ity. We might thus vainly endeavour to prove that men have no power of
working iron. But men at first made use of the instruments supplied by
nature to accomplish very easy pieces of workmanship, laboriously and
imperfectly, and then, when they were finished, wrought other things
more difficult with less labour and greater perfection ..."
Spinoza, 1658
How to Improve Your Mind
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ABSTRACT
ULTRASTRUCTURAL STUDIES OF THERMOTROPIC LIQUID CRYSTALLINE POLYMERS
(September, 1985)
Barbara A. Wood, B.S.E., Princeton University
M.S., University of Massachusetts, Ph.D., University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Professor Edwin L. Thomas
The morphology of alternating rigid/flexible thermotropic liquid
crystalline polymers has been investigated through studies on a series
of polymers containing decamethylene spacers and alkyl substituted phe-
nylene bisterephthalate mesogens. Thin films were obtained in an
oriented frozen liquid crystalline state by solution casting and melt
spreading of polymers on fluid substrates.
Electron diffraction indicates high local orientation and a
nearly fully extended spacer conformation in both the frozen liquid
crystalline state and the semicrystal 1 ine state obtained on annealing.
Uniaxial and biaxial liquid crystalline textures dependent on thermal
history were deduced through systematic specimen tilt diffraction
experiments. The liquid crystalline melt state consists of a high tem-
perature uniaxial regime and a low temperature biaxial regime with a
hybrid nematic/smectic character owing to partial axial registration of
monomer units between chains.
A texture of bands caused by periodic alternation of the molecu-
lar director was observed by optical microscopy and dark field
vi
transmission electron microscopy in the liquid crystalline glass. On
annealing, growth of lamellae perpendicular to the chain axis direction
produced bright field contrast and an effective decoration of the
bands, which contain singularities in lamellar trajectories as a con-
sequence of trans! ational ly parallel fields of molecular director cur-
vature developed through buckling in the melt state at the cessation of
deformation.
Transmission electron microscopy of semi crystal 1 i ne samples
revealed the cores of disclination lines of strength ± — running nor-
mal to the specimen plane. Stable groupings of four di scl inations
separated by inversion walls are discussed in terms of the orientation
domains proposed in recent rheological theories of liquid crystalline
polymers, but a more general understanding of mi crostructure in the
mesophase state is obtained by viewing the groupings as a consequence
of the polygonal i zation of di scl inations to form stable arrays.
The disappearance of bands upon high temperature annealing of the
semi crystal line state occurs through interaction of di scl i nations as
specimens transform to a state of approximately parallel overall direc-
tor orientation.
vi i
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Overview of Thermotropic Liquid Crystalline Polymers
A basic structure-property relationship for polymers which is
exhibited by fibers is the increase in tensile modulus and strength
with increasing chain alignment. In fibers of flexible polymers such
as polyolefins, chain orientation is imparted during processing steps,
such as melt spinning or solid state extrusion. Polymer science has
always benefited from cross-fertilization by other fields; in this
case, new approaches were inspired by the field of small molecule
liquid crystals (SMLC): rodlike or platelike molecules capable of
existing in a state of order intermediate between a 3-dimensi onal solid
and an isotropic fluid (Figure 1). A certain extent of parallel mole-
cular alignment is energetically favored in SMLC containing rigid
groups (mesogens) as a consequence of anisotropic molecular polarizabi-
lities, which impart orientation-dependent i ntermol ecul ar forces.
A
transition from an isotropic fluid state to the LC state may be induced
by a change in solvent concentration (lyotropic LC) or by a change in
temperature (thermotropic LC). The lyotropic solutions or thermotropic
melts can be processed from the liquid crystalline state to yield
highly oriented fibers and films. Since liquid crystalline solutions
and melts are less viscous than comparable isotropic phases, the energy
cost associated with processing is reduced.
The properties and applications of lyotropic liquid crystalline
1
^X X
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3polymers (LLCP), including polypeptides, aromatic polyamides, and
wholly aromatic p-phenylene-containing polymers, have been docu-
mented.^) Somewhat more recent work appears in reviews of ther-
motropic liquid crystalline polymers (TLCP),( 3 ) which are more ver-
satile than LLCP in that they may be much more readily fabricated into
3-dimensional objects as well as fibers and films since there is no
solvent to remove. However, TLC polymers must be processed at moderate
temperatures if degradation is to be avoided. Industrial and academic
polymer scientists have been challenged by the task of preparing mole-
cules with moderate melting points which retain liquid crystalline
character over a useful temperature range.
A variety of approaches have been used to lower unacceptably high
high melting points in TLCP. The introduction of flexible units,
unsymmetrical ly substituted aromatic groups, unsubsti tuted rodlike
units, and kinked units (such as meta-oriented modifiers) into aromatic
polyesters backbones based on p-hydroxybenzoi c acid (HBA) has produced
lower melting points relative to HBA homopolyester (Tm = 610°C).(
3
) An
abundance of information, including Theological, morphological, and
structural investigations of copolymers of HBA, has been published;
Chapter II will refer to these studies in greater detail.
Gray has proposed a simple classification of liquid crystalline
polymers into two categories: "homocamptic" and "heterocampti
c" .
(
4
^
Homocamptic polymers, such as LC cellulose derivatives and polypep-
tides, have uniformly stiff or semi-rigid backbones, while heterocamp-
tic polymers have heterogeneous structures including rigid
mesogenic
units and flexible spacers. Both categories contain lyotropic and
thermotropic members.
To academic polymer scientists, TLC polymers containing flexible
spacers have been attractive subjects for theoretical and experimental
study. Since 1975, when de Gennes published a letter predicting liquid
crystalline behavior in alternating rigid/flexible polymers (shown
schematically in Figure 2) and novel elastic properties after slight
vulcanization,
(
6
) theoretical treatments of polymers with stiff and
flexible segments in the chain backbone appeared by Flory/ 7 ) Sigaud
et al.,( 8 ) Abe,( 9 ) Vasilenko et al.,( 10 ) Corradini and Vacatel 1 o,( 11 )
and de Gennes again. Hundreds of main chain TLC polymers have been
synthesized, often with alkyl spacers not longer than 12 units,
although liquid crystalline character has been observed in polymers
with spacers as large as (CH 2 )20*^
13
^ Tne flexibility of the spacer
affects the transition temperatures, so a polymer with an ethyleneoxy
spacer (CH2CH 2 0) will have lower transition temperatures than an
otherwise identical molecule containing alkyl spacers of equivalent
length. Siloxane spacers inserted into TLC polyesters can depress the
liquid crystalline range to include room temperature.
(
14 )
Motivation for Research Undertaken
The decision whether or not to undertake an experimental study of
TLCP could only be influenced favorably by the existence of a large
body of information on small molecule liquid crystals (SMLC).
Paradoxically, the fairly good understanding of SMLC by researchers has
at times been detrimental to understanding polymer liquid crystals.
5Figure 2. Schematics of rigid/flexible polymers: (a) main
chain mesogen; (b) side chain mesogen.
After reference (6).
6Experimental evidence is interpreted perhaps with too much regard for
concepts developed early in the twentieth century for SMLC, such as
orientation domains and supermol ecul ar organization into nematic or
smectic phases, but of unproven usefulness for LC polymers. The mole-
cular weight polydi spersi ty of TLCP versus the uniform molecular length
in SMLC is an important difference between two types of molecules.
Pronounced heterogeneity of composition can occur, for example, in
ethylene terephthal ate/hydroxybenzoic acid (PET/HBA) copolymers, which
undergo phase separation into PET and HBA-rich regions (Chapter II).
On cooling, LC polymers display a pronounced metastabil ity compared to
SMLC as a consequence of the long relaxation times of TLC macromolecu-
les and slow crystallization rates.
Much of the motivation for the morphological experiments under-
taken came from curiosity regarding the orientation domains purported
by rheologists to exist in LCP. Figure 3 is a collection of schematics
depicting domain structures in LCP taken from the 1 iterature.^ 15
' 17 )
However, the pictures do not even hint at the polymeric nature of the
rodlike molecules. In 3a, an isotropic solution of short rods is shown
with the implication that cooling or an increase in concentration
causes nucleation and growth of randomly oriented domains which ultima-
tely impinge at sharp boundaries. Figures 3b and 3c depict the effect
of shear on quiescent LC fluids. The models are useful in explaining
the low values of viscosity observed in liquid crystalline melts and
solutions as well as the characteristic three-region viscosity/shear
rate curve (shear thinning regions separated by a Newtonian plateau)
7(a)
i
(b
"DOMAIN STRUCTURE'
At rest
After shtaring
(O CI]
cm
Figure 3. Schematic domain structures
in the LCP literature.
9
(a) Ref. 15; (b) Ref. 16; (c) Ref.
17.
8observed for LCP.( 17 ) According to Asada and Onogi
, aggregations of
orientation domains, each with its own characteristic director, slide
by one another easily at low shear rates but break up at moderate shear
rates, leaving dispersed domains in a matrix of uniform orientation.
At very high shear rates, a continuous monodomain structure is
real i zed .
^
^)
What have morphological studies contributed toward an
understanding of supermol ecul ar structure in LCP? One problem in
reconciling the available morphological evidence with the proposed
Theological models is that the different techniques (wide angle x-ray
diffraction, polarizing optical microscopy, and small angle light
scattering) are sensitive to different, and sometimes only marginally
related, phenomena. WAXD results, particularly from oriented samples,
are interpreted in terms of nematic, smectic, and cholesteric order.
Orientational order parameters are sometimes measured, but the possible
existence of defects and domains, which could clearly influence the
observed order in WAXD samples, is ignored in most cases due to the
ubiquitous assumption that orienting the sample in an external field
produces a monodomain. Polarizing optical microscopy observations are
of defect textures: the symmetry of the mesophase is inferred from the
symmetry of characteristic defects. Domains are not usually discussed
in references concerned with optical microscopy of LCP, but SALS
experiments have been interpreted with reference to domain sizes.
In SALS studies of LCP, orientation fluctuations are associated
with a larger correlation length than density fluctuations, and the
9respective contributions of each to scattering are eval uated.
(
18 ) The
domain is a statistical concept equivalent to the distance over which
the molecular axes (assumed coincident with the optic axes) are orien-
tationally correlated with a direction n given an arbitrary misorien-
tation angle. If a larger mi sorientation angle is allowed, a larger
correlation length and effective domain size are obtained.
A more unified morphological approach to LC polymers is needed.
Orientation, texture, and domains are concerns which should be
addressed simultaneously, not individually. One technique,
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) , offers full diffraction infor-
mation and various types of images from a single well-defined region of
sample. Specimen requirements are small (<1 mg) yet restrictive due to
the necessity of using thin (<1000A) films or sections. Existing
references on TEM of TLCP, discussed in detail in Chapter II, reveal
various degrees of efficiency and ingenuity in the utilization of
electron microscopy. Some of the work could have been executed equally
well using optical microscopy, while other experiments not only
exploited the available resolution of TEM but also extended its use via
new quantitative methods of image interpretation.
The experiments described in this dissertation represent the
first TEM study of alternating rigid/flexible main chain TLC polymers.
It became apparent early on that a "flexible" (CH 2 ) 10 spacer does not
manifest much flexibility when the polymer is studied in a quenched
oriented state. In light of this fact, it is not surprising that some
of the TEM images of rigid/flexible polymers have features in common
10
with published TEM results on relatively rigid TLCP molecules.
Organization of Dissertation
The relevant aspects of small molecule liquid crystals are
reviewed in Chapter II. Particular attention is given to disclina-
tions, the characteristic defects in liquid crystals. The literature
on diffraction, optical microscopy and TEM studies of TLCP is reviewed
with emphasis the phenomenon of banding, a periodic alternation of the
molecular director seen in many LC polymers after deformation. In
light of the available literature, questions about rigid/flexible TLCP
are proposed in the context of appropriate TEM experiments; this sec-
tion constitutes a detailed statement of the thesis problem.
Chapter III contains a description of the polymers investigated
and the experimental techniques used. The sample preparation proce-
dure, which is somewhat novel, is described in general terms, but an
actual protocol is relegated to the Appendix. TEM techniques are
described with particular emphasis on unusual procedures, such as in
situ heating of the polymer specimens. Optical microscopy as a comple-
ment to TEM studies is discussed briefly.
Electron diffraction results are presented in Chapter IV. The
characteristics of the liquid crystalline state of TLCP are deduced
from diffraction patterns of various types of samples: quenched films
with metastable orientation induced during sample preparation, samples
heated j_n situ to the LC melt state, and semicrystal 1 ine samples
obtained by annealing of the quenched, oriented films.
Chapter V contains optical microscope and TEM images of the TLC
11
polyesters. A wealth of microstructural detail is found in images of
semicrystall ine samples, because crystalline lamellae grow perpen-
dicular to the local molecular director at all points in the image.
The effective "lamellar decoration" of the molecular director field
reveals di scl i nati ons and banding at a resolution unmatched by previous
optical and electron micrographs. The organization of di scl i nati ons is
carefully monitored, and changes in typical images with annealing are
interpreted in terms of an approach to the LC microstructure preferred
at equi 1 ibrium.
A detailed discussion of the results is found in Chapter VI,
where diffraction and imaging results are interpreted. Comparisons be-
tween TEM results on rigid/flexible polyesters and literature reports on
rigid polyesters are useful in assessing the conformational freedom
conferred by spacer groups on LC polymer chains. The possibility of
bent spacers (hairpin bends) leads to the proposal of chain folding in
a model of the semi crystal 1 i ne state. The banded texture in images is
discussed in terms of continuous transl ationally parallel molecular
director trajectories as idealized in equations suggested by Sir
Charles Frank. Combinations of different periodic trajectories are
shown to produce arrays of singularities which closely match the pat-
tern of organization of di scl inations in the images. A critical eva-
luation of the evidence for domains in TLCP is presented with an empha-
sis on an alternative definition of orientation domains suggested in
recent rheological theories of flow in LCP media.
The conclusion, Chapter VII, briefly summarizes the findings.
12
Suggestions for future experiments using related polymers and addi-
tional techniques are listed. Experiments which could be directly com-
pared with calculations of molecular conformation probabilities are
described. The Appendix contains computer routines used and details of
the sample preparation procedures.
CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
Relevance of Small Molecule Liquid Crystals: Symmetry and Defects
The class of substances known today as "liquid crystals" has pre-
viously been referred to as "flowing crystals", "crystalline liquids",
and "materials with a constrained structure", according to the histori-
cal review article by Kelker.( 19 ) Empirical classification of liquid
crystals according to the textures observed in 10-100 M m thick samples
in the optical microscope preceeded the detailed understanding of the
molecular arrangements responsible for the textures by many years.
"Texture" in this context refers to the characteristic defects in
molecular order which reflect the symmetry of the mesophase. As stated
by Kleman, "There is a topological relationship between the types of
defects found in an ordered medium and the symmetry elements of that
medium",
(
20 ) and "Defects are indeed characteristic breaks in local
symmetry of the order parameter and can be distinguished one from
another by (a) their dimensionality (point defects, line defects, and
surface defects), and (b) the particular type of symmetry they
break. "( 21 )
Two types of liquid crystals are of interest in this investiga-
tion: nematic and smectic. Nematic liquid crystals, named for charac-
teristic "threads" seen in the optical microscope, have orientational
order about an average direction (molecular director) but no transla-
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tional order (figure 4a). Smectic phases have orientational order and
translational order due to the packing of molecules into layers (Figure
4b). Many different smectic phases have been found, each with a
characteristic arrangement of molecules within the layers. In the
smectic phase shown in Figure 4b, the molecules lie perpendicular to
the layers (smectic A).
Although nematic phases are frequently depicted as uniaxially
symmetric cylindrical molecules, nematic phases posessing higher than
uniaxial symmetry are possible. Physics Abstracts lists at least a
dozen papers under the heading "Biaxial Nematic". Theoretical work by
Freiser^) on the energy of interaction between two asymmetric molecu-
les showed that the state of minimum energy is a biaxial molecular
arrangement. "Biaxial nematic" should not be confused with the meaning
of "biaxial" as applied to chain orientation in polymer processing. A
biaxial nematic phase displays orientation of two molecular axes in
preferred directions, not orientation of the chain axis in two dif-
ferent directions. All of the molecules in a single biaxial nematic
domain would have identical orientations. A biaxial nematic phase has
been observed in a water-amphi phi 1 e system,
(
23
) but not yet in small
molecule thermotropic liquid crystals. The symmetry of the biaxial
nematic phase is usually described as orthorhombic, but the possibility
of triclinic, hexagonal, and cubic variations has been suggested.
(
24 )
The energy of distortion of a nematic phase, which will be
discussed in greater detail is at its minimum for perfect parallel
molecular alignment. In practice, changes in the local molecular
15
(b)
Figure 4. Ordinary nematic (a) and smectic A structures.
After Ref. 33.
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director with position are usually seen, although the tendency
toward parallel alignment can be enhanced by substrate treatments and
subjection to external electric, magnetic, or flow fields. Changes in
the direction of the preferred axis in liquid crystals may occur gra-
dually or abruptly. Abrupt director variations are made possible by
defects corresponding to the rotation of one part of the mesophase with
respect to the other. By analogy to dislocations in crystals, Sir
Charles Frank named these singularities "disinclinations", later shor-
tened to "di scl inations" . 1^5) -j-ne motion of disci ination lines, which
lie in a plane perpendicular to the planes defined by the molecular
directors, serves as a re-orientation mechanism for liquid crystals
subjected to an orienting field.
Frank published a continuum theory of uniaxial liquid crystals in
1958^) t0 treat the problem of curvature:
Something analogous to elasticity theory is required to
define the equilibrium form of such curvatures. It is,
however, essentially different from the elasticity theory
of a solid. In the latter theory, when we calculate
equilibrium curvatures in bending, we treat the material
as having undergone homogeneous strains in small elements:
restoring forces are considered to oppose the change of
distance between neighboring points in the material. In
a liquid, there are no permanent forces opposing the change
of distance between points: in a bent liquid crystal,
we
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must look for restoring torques which directly oppose the
curvature.
The components of curvature were described as splay, twist, and bend
deformations (Figure 5), each having associated elastic constants K.
.
The free energy density of distortion F
d
of a nematic in terms of the
deformation field of the molecular director n was given by
F, = I {Mdiv n) 2 + K2 (n curl n) 2 + K 3 (n x curl n) 2
Minimization of the total free energy
F = /F
d
dV
assuming for simplicity «i = K2 = K 3
and n
L
2 + n 2
2 + n 3
2
= 1 because n is a unit
vector led to solutions for the molecular director trajectories in the
vicinity of stable disci inations. The solutions are given by
'f(g) = so + v 0
where y(o) is the angle between the director and a given axis perpen-
dicular to the disci ination line, S is the strength of the disci ination
(the rotation in multiples of 2tt experienced by a test line in a cir-
cuit around the di scl ination) , 0 is the polar angle, and Y 0 is a
constant ranging from - — to - .
2 2
Figure 6a illustrates the director configuration near the centers
of various disci inations; these trajectories represent end-on views of
the line singularities observable as for Schlieren textures consisting
(Of.)
of points connected by black brushes in the optical microscope.^
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Splay Twist Bend
K, K 2 K 3
Figure 5. Splay, twist, and bend deformations of rodlike
molecules. Lengths of lines and points
represent projections of rods. After
Reference 33.
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Figure 6. Topology of disclination lines, (a) Molecular
director curvature near centers of 180°
and 360° singular disclination lines. After
Reference 33. (b) Di scl i nati ons formed by
removal and insertion of a 90° wedge of material
in a simple cubic lattice. After Reference 28.
(c) Creation of an S = - l/2 disclination in a
nematic phase through insertion of a 180° wedge.
After Reference 20. (d) The three possible -180
disci inations in biaxial nematic media. After
Reference 29.
(b)
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(Schlieren textures are seen in relatively thin optical specimens; in
samples on the order of 100 M m thick, di scl i nation lines parallel to
the plane of the specimen are common.) The brushes connect disci ina-
tions of equal but opposite strength, with
= number of brushes/4
The sum of al 1 S
i
in a specimen tends to be zero, and di scl inations of
equal but opposite sign can approach each other and annihilate.
Alternatively, disci inations of like sign may add to produce a new
singularity of strength S
L
+ S2 . Di scl inations of strength greater
than S = 2 have not been observed. In principle one would expect to
see mostly S * ± disci inations in SMLC nematics, but in practice
more S = ±1 lines are seen. Meyer has explained this phenomenon as
a relaxation of directors out of planes perpendicular to the disci i na-
tion line, which essentially cancels the singularity at the core of the
disci ination and lowers its energy.
Kleman has summarized the theory of the energy of di scl inations
in nematics.
(
2 °) The free energy per unit length of a disci ination
line is given as
W = ttK^ ln(JL) + Wc
r
c
where K-j is the Frank constant or constants involved in the defor-
mation, S is the strength of the disci ination, R is the typical
distance between defects, r c is the radius of the
core, and W
c
is the
energy per unit length of the core.(
25
) The free energy per unit
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length of an integral disclination line with a nonsingular core does
not depend on a core radius and is given by
W = 2ttK
I
S
|
where K is a function of Kit K2 and K 3 . Integral lines tend to be
stable when Ku K2 and K 3 are all of the same order of magnitude, but
when K2 >|"(K 1 +K 3 ) wedge lines of strength ±1 are stable. In small mole-
cule nematics, the core of a half-integral disclination line is
described as being filled with isotropic fluid. At the clearing point,
the core radius increases without limit; at temperatures far from the
clearing point, r
c
is only several molecular lengths in size. Singular
cores in integral lines are likely when the twist elastic constant
K2 is small compared to the splay or bend elastic constants K L or K 3 .
Di scl inations of strength S I less than — are not observed in
1
2
nematics. As explained in the review by Harris, a disclination in
an unstructured material, i.e. a material which is not spatially
periodic or preferentially oriented, can be created by adding or
removing an arbitrary wedge of material. In structured materials, the
rotational symmetry of the lattice places limitations on the allowed
disci inations. If the rotation of the disclination does not correspond
to a symmetry rotation of the lattice, a local discontinuity results at
the interface between the original material and the inserted material.
Lattice lines may bend, but not break abruptly out of register; thus
the minimum disclination in a simple cubic lattic is the insertion or
removal of a 90° wedge of material such that the cut edges mesh
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together smoothly (Figure 6b). Similarly, the minimum disclination is
60° for a hexagonal lattice. In nematic liquid crystals, the twofold
symmetry of the rods about a perpendicular axis mandates a minimum
disclination of ±180° (Figure 6a). Allowed disci inations correspond to
multiples of 180° in order to avoid isolated discontinuities in nematic
and smectic A phases.
The S = + j disclination has 1-fold symmetry due to the removal
of a 180° wedge of material, while the S = - -disclination is 3-fold
2
due to the insertion of a 180° wedge as shown in Figure 6c. Of the
several S = 1 di scl inations in Figure 6a, the y 0 = 0 and - variants
2
represent pure splay and pure bend distortions respectively.
In tilted smectic phases such as smectic C, a one-fold symmetry
about the perpendicular axis imposes a minimum disclination of 360°
(S = ±1).
In principle, biaxial nematics have three types of allowed 180°
di scl inations due to the alignment of both the long and short molecular
axes (Figure 6d).^ 9 ^ The disclination may be present in one or both
axes ("short stick" and "long stick"). The three types have not yet
been found experimentally.
Domai ns
By analogy to spin domains in ferromagnetic substances, liquid
crystals in the absence of an external orienting field are sometimes
depicted as containing space-filling orientation domains of arbitrary
shape. An abrupt change in orientation from one domain to the next is
usually depicted (e.g. Figure 3a). To an extent this view has been
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promulgated by workers who simplify purely repulsive lattice models by
limiting the number of allowed molecular orientations and obtained
"disordered domains'^ 30 ) with perfect parallel ordering within each
domain. The stringent definition of domains as contiguous regions in
which the molecular director is uniform and different from neighboring
regions may apply to molecular organization in SMLC under some
conditions, but the implied discontinuous molecular director trajectory
across domain boundaries is difficult to reconcile with the long chain
character of stiff TLCP molecules. A broader definition of a domain
might be "a region bounded by two-dimensional defects" .without the
requirement of parallel molecular directors. While one author^ 31 )
defined domains as spatially periodic, field-induced distortions, such
as the instabilities produced in liquid crystals subjected to magnetic
fields, others^) describe domains in a smectic C substance as regions
of opposite tilt. In subsequent sections, evidence for regions in TLCP
specimens which apparently satisfy the broader definition of domains is
cited.
An aspect of the biaxial nematic phase that has not yet been
explored is the various types of domain structures which could result
from one or both molecular directors participating in boundaries. In
fact, the sizes of domains as defined by the "long stick" and
"short stick" directors might be vastly different. Detailed mapping of
the order parameter tensor would be necessary for detection of this
phenomenon.
Walls
Walls are two-dimensional defects in liquid crystals which may
occur between di scl i nations lines and which accomplish the continuous
molecular orientation change between regions of differing orientation
(i.e. domains). Walls themselves are not stable defects in the topolo-
gical sense, but physical as well topological stability determines the
likelihood of experimentally observing a defect. In samples suf-
ficiently thick for optical microscopy, bulk inversion walls/ 33 ) also
known as inversion walls of the first kind and Neel walls in ter-
minology borrowed from magnetism, produce a rotation of tt in the mole-
cular director field, as shown in a side view with nails representing
projections of molecules (Figure 7a). The bulk walls may be
interrupted by vertical S = 1 lines and frequently end at
I
S
bulk inversion walls occur in thin samples. Surface anchoring energy,
and hence the characteristics of the substrate, influence the width of
the walls. The walls may form closed curves or terminate at | $ | = —
lines connecting the top and bottom surfaces of the sample. Tilt
inversion walls of the second kind (Bloch walls), separate molecules
tilted in opposite directions with respect to the plane of the sample
(Fi gure 7b)
.
— lines of opposite sign. Surface inversion walls analogous to
Neel Wall
(a)
(Splay) Bloch Wall (Twist)
(b)
Figure 7. Projected molecular trajectories of inversion
walls (side view), (a) Inversion wall of
the first kind (Neel wall) with rotation
of molecules about an axis perpendicular to
the specimens; (b) Inversion wall of the
second kind (Bloch wall) with rotation of
molecules about an axis contained in the
specimen plane. After Reference 20.
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Characterization of Liquid Crystalline Polymers
Pi f fraction
It has been lamented by Azaroff( 34 ) that most publications on
wide angle x-ray diffraction (WAXD) of both SML (and polymer) liquid
crystals are based on a single normal-beam flat film photograph of an
unaligned specimen. WAXD data barely distinguishes between unoriented
nematic and isotropic phases, as exemplified by the work of Leadbetter
on substituted cyanobi phenyl s .( 35 ) For both small molecule and poly-
meric liquid crystals, better structural information is obtained from
WAXD experiments when reciprocal space is systematically sampled using
Weissenberg or precession cameras and samples are oriented either by
cooling from the isotropic state in a magnetic field or by a flow or
other deformation process.
Blackwell and co-workers have studied melt spun stiff-chain
copolyester fibers from p-hydroxybenzoic acid (HBA) and other monomers
by WAXD. The monomer residues have different lengths, and the deter-
mination of random versus block copolymer character was of interest.
The d-spacings of three strong meridional maxima varied with monomer
ratios in the terpolymer HBA/2, 6-di hydroxynaph thai ene/terephthal ic
acid, suggesting chains of random sequence.
(
36
) Squared Fourier trans-
forms of point models for random chains of the appropriate composition
displayed maxima which matched observed meridional peak positions but
not intensities. Similar point model calculations were performed over a
full range of composition for HBA/2-hydroxy-6-napthoic acid (HNA) co-
i
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polymers, which also displayed strong aperiodic meridional maxima.
(
37 )
A more realistic model using model compound atomic coordinates to
generate the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function of the
chain was used to compute transforms of both copolymers, and the posi-
tions and intensities of meridional maxima agreed well with diffrac-
tometer data/ 3 ®* 39 )
Mitchell and Windle^ 40 ) used a distribution function approach to
predict meridional intensities from random copolymers and applied the
model to one of the HBA/HNA copolymer compositions studied by Blackwell
et al . Two types of peaks were distinguished: short range order peaks
from within runs of a single component, and invariant peaks insensitive
to composition representing periodicities common to both repeat units.
A computationally simpler point method for calculation of periodic peak
positions based on the relative phase angles of the scattering amplitu-
des from adjacent points was recently suggested by Davies and
Jakeways .( 41 '
Poly(ethyl ene terephthal ate) (PET) copolyesters modified with
carboxylic acids have been studied in detail by WAXD. For the purposes
of this investigation, the entylene units in PET do not qualify as
flexible spacers, and PET copolyesters are classified as rigid copoly-
esters. For a PET/PHB copolyester quenched from the LC melt, laterally
ordered regions 60A in extent were inferred from a radial distribution
function analysis.
(
42
^ A cylindrical distribution function (CDF) is
more revealing for the packing of rods; Mitchell and Windle^
43 )
performed CDF calculations from WAXD of an aligned PET/p-acetoxybenzoic
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acid copolymer sample. More pronounced arcing of the meridional peaks
compared to the equatorial maxima was interpreted as evidence for local
regions with better lateral orientation than the specimen as a whole.
The duplex nature of the main equatorial peak was discussed in terms of
rotational correlation between adjacent chains and biaxial packing. In
a subsequent paper,
(
42
) the measurement of molecular orientation from
WAXD data was treated in detail. Orientation distributions expressed
as Legendre polynomials <P
2n
> exhibited a discrepancy for meridional
and equatorial maxima. The authors point out that the use of an
equatorial maximum for orientation functions assumes local axial sym-
metry, and that the extent of azimuthal smearing would be an unreliable
indication of orientation if any sheetlike packing of molecules
occurred
.
To date, published WAXD investigations of TLC polymers comprised
of rigid and flexible segments have lacked detailed diffraction analy-
sis of the type developed by Blackwell et al . and Mitchell and Windle
for rigid TLC copolymers. A number of new diffraction problems arise
as a consequence of the freedom conferred on the mesogens by the
flexible spacers. Rotational isomeric state calculations by Yoon and
Bruckner^ 45 ) and Samulski and Yu( 46 ) for main chain polymers with deca-
methylene spacers predict a broad distribution of effective monomer
lengths as a consequence of various spacer conformations. If these
idealized calculations are applicable to real materials, then spacer
length fluctuations in main chain polymers could be used to describe
the separation of successive mesogenic cores, suggesting the classical
30
scattering problem of para-crystalline (type II) disorder first treated
by Zernike and Prins and elaborated by Hosemann et al.( 47 )
More WAXD data has been published on side chain or "comb-like"
rigid/flexible polymers than on the main chain mesogen polymers of
interest in the present investigation. Various models have been pro-
posed for side chain polymers in the LC state. Showing what appear to
be inconclusive WAXD photographs, CserW proposed a model in which
helical chain backbones with perpendicular side chains define the shape
of each molecule as cylindrical, and then the cylinders pack hexago-
nal ly. A helical main chain with herringbone packing of mesogenic
groups was proposed by Tsukruk et al for vinyl polymers with azo-
benzene side groups. Increases in diffracted intensity and decreases
in peak width on heating were attributed to the increasing perfection
and growth of the liquid crystalline regions with increasing
temperature; this observation and reasoning contradicts the usual
trends in polymers and liquid crystals. In recent work of
Zugenmaier^ 50 » 51 ) on polymethyl si 1 oxanes with mesogenic side groups,
the ability of the polymers to crystallize from the melt in a magnetic
field has been exploited. The details of molecular packing in the
smectic state are inferred through a judicious comparison of WAXD
results from smectic and crystalline samples, which differ mainly in
the extent of order in the main chain. In a similar siloxane
side
chain LC polymer, Hoppner and Wendorff
(
52
) have found evidence for
orientational correlations in the isotropic melt state
from small angle
x-ray scattering studies as a function of temperature.
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Main chain mesogen rigid/flexible polymers have been studied
using WAXD by Blumstein and coworkers at the University of Lowell.
Samples have been oriented by melt drawing or by cooling from the melt
state in a magnetic field.
(
53
) Low angle maxima inclined at 51° to the
meridian were attributed to a cybotactic nematic^ 54 ) arrangement of
chains, with local smectic-like ordering such that the centers of adja-
cent mesogens lie in a plane. The original skewed cybotactic nematic
model of DeVries^ 54 ) has been criticized by Azaroff, who proposed a
sheetlike packing of molecules to explain the observed diffraction
pattern.
(
55
) Studies on an azoxy polymer with 2 to 14 methylene units
in the spacer revealed a pronounced odd/even effect in the extent of
order attainable by melt extrusion and by quenching in a magnetic
field. (56,57) £ven numbered spacer polymers displayed the 4 point low
angle pattern attributed to cybotactic nematic clusters, while odd
spacer members of the series showed less alignment by WAXD and lacked
the low angle maxima. Crystallization of the azoxy polymer containing
decamethyl ene spacers was discussed in terms of an extended-chain con-
formation, with the suggestion that the semicrystal 1 ine state could be
modelled by fringed micelles in which cybotactic nematic domains
replace the usual disordered amorphous component ,v 58 ) in Chapter VI,
structural models for the semicrystal 1 ine state of rigid/flexible TLC
molecules are suggested based on the present investigation, with chain
folded or fringed micellar crystalline lamellae separated by an
oriented frozen LC (but not cybotactic nematic) phase.
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Optical Microscopy
The varied and colorful textures of liquid crystals as seen by
polarizing optical microscopy have probably lured many researchers into
the field. The ease of sample preparation and data collection are
unmatched by alternative morphological techniques. With minor modifi-
cations, optical microscopy is well suited to the study of heated
samples, samples in electric or magnetic fields, or fluids undergoing
shear deformation.
Rheo-optical studies of Kiss and Porter on LC polypeptide solu-
tions resulted in the initial appearance of a morphological feature
which has now become almost ubiquitous in sheared liquid crystals:
"bands" perpendicular to the shear di rection 59 ) The bands, which
were observed only for preparations which exhibited a negative first
normal stress difference, decreased in width increasing shear rate.
The molecules within the bands were believed to be oriented ±45° to the
shear axis. In a study of a lyotropic LC cellulose derivative, the
tilt angle ranged from 15 to 24° for strongly shear-deformed
films.
(
60 ) The explanation for the bands was that "a strong contrac-
tion is imposed on the film at the stage of stress relaxation following
cessation of shear application", and possible models involving molecu-
les kinking about the shear direction within the film plane and projec-
tion of molecules out of the plane were proposed.
Optical textures of TLCP tend to be more complex and harder to
interpret than SMLC textures. Higher viscosity of the polymer melt
impedes the annihilation of defects in quiescent samples; the use of
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external orienting fields may be required to obtain simpler images.
Although nematic Schlieren textures and smectic C focal conies
from thermotropic copolyesters were published as early as 1979,
(
61 ) the
first detailed optical observations of a TLC polyester were reported by
Mackley et al . in 1981.
(
62
) Threaded textures were observed in sec-
tions cut from pellets of PET/p-acetoxybenzoic acid (PABA) copolymer;
shearing of the molten sections induced birefringence which decayed in
about 10 s. Application of a magnetic field to the melt parallel to
the plane of the slide and subsequent cooling revealed S = ±1 disci ina-
tions viewed end-on (4 brushes radiating from a point), while the
magnetic field applied perpendicular to the glass slide produced thick
black threads attributed to disclination lines lying parallel to the
specimen plane. In a later paper, Graziano and Mackley described
oscillatory shear-induced textures observed in a chlorinated rigid TLC
copolyesterJ 63 ) At low shear rates, a line texture of "thicks" and
"thins" (presumably S=±l and S-±- disclination lines) was observed.
A "worm" texture of short, fat, black lines was produced at inter-
mediate shear rates, and alternating bands were generated at low melt
temperatures and high shear rates. A similar chlorinated polyester was
studied by Kyotani and Kanetsuna;
(
64 ) banding was reportedly observed
in sheared samples by polarized light microscopy, scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) of the film surface, and transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) of a surface replica.
A nematic aromatic copolyester investigated by Noel et
al.( 65 ) displayed a spontaneous threaded texture on heating in
the
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polarizing microscope. The threads decreased in length with increasing
temperature and tended to form closed loops. As a homogeneous texture
was approached, the loops would shrink and disappear. The authors
attributed the threads to S = +1 di scl inations, remarking that S = +1
disci inations are generally preferred to S = ± - singularities in
2
polymeric nematic phases.
In a study of PET/PABA copolymer by Viney and Windle,( 66 ) hot
stage optical microscopy was used to identify nematic and smectic C
phases on the basis of similarity to small molecule LC textures.
Disci inations of strength S = ±1 were seen below 340°C, and around 340°
a transient myelin texture associated with smectic C to nematic trans-
formation in small molecules was observed. Above 340° some S = ±1
disci inations were present but were outnumbered by S = ± —
singularities, as is typical in small molecule nematics. The possibi-
lity was raised that the apparent smectic C phase might actually
signify biaxial nematic order. In a subsequent paper on other rigid
copolyesters , WAXD patterns and optical micrographs were compared for
sections cut parallel to the extrusion axis.^ 6^ Despite chain orien-
tation as demonstrated by WAXD, the images displayed no particular
orientation direction. The optical indicatrix may be biaxial, or
uniaxial but not parallel to the molecular orientation axis. The
absence of optical symmetry about the molecular axis is construed as
evidence for long range orientational correlation of molecules about
their long axes.
Other optical microscopy results of Viney are well integrated
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with the TEM results of Donald on the banding phenomenon in shear
oriented rigid TLC copolyesters .( ™) A serpentine path of the
molecules about the shear axis was deduced, but a strong periodicity in
a phase contrast micrograph suggested an out-of-plane component in the
molecular trajectory.
Workers evaluating shear-induced orientation in TLCP by tech-
niques other than microscopy may unwittingly report results affected by
the banding phenomenon. Takeuchi et al.( 69 ) found that although the
WAXD orientation function and Young's modulus increased gradually with
shear rate in extruded samples, the linear thermal expansion coef-
ficient decreased with shear rate up to y = 10 3 s" 1 and then leveled
off at zero. No explanation was suggested. Since bands decreased in
width and ultimately disappeared with increasing shear rate in optical
microscopy investigations of PBLG,( 59 ) a plausible explanation for the
observed thermal expansion behavior would be the cessation of banding
around y = 10 3 s" 1 . Without banding, the measured thermal expansion
coefficient would no longer reflect a contribution from the (highly
anisotropic) thermal expansion perpendicular to the molecular axes.
Growing interest in alternating rigid/fl exibl e main chain TLC
polymers has been reflected in the recent work of Krigbaum and
coworkers using optical microscopy. A sheared smectic polyester based
on bibenzoic acid and containing (CH2 )6 spacers exhibited a batonnet-
like texture elongated perpendicular to the shear direction.
(
7 °) The
authors propose flow domains for smectic A polymers with the layers
parallel to the flow direction and the molecules perpendicular.
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Electric field-induced Williams domain patterns caused by hydrodynamic
flow instabilities were observed for nematic polymers containing
C(H 2 b spacers.
(
71
) A substrate previously subjected to a rubbing
treatment was used, and the polyester tested was thought to be of low
molecular weight.
(
72
) The time for formation of Williams domains
increased with molecular weight.
TLC polyesters containing (CH2 ) 5 spacer units were studied opti-
cally by Kleman et al.( 73 ) Three types of samples were available:
short chains, which displayed thin I S I = I and thick S I = 1 lines, a
polydisperse specimen, which underwent phase separation into nematic
and isotropic regions, and a high molecular weight specimen exhibiting
mostly
|
S| *- lines. In general, the samples tended to become
homeotropic with aging; in the high molecular weight sample, this
transformation was marked by loops akin to 90° Bloch walls which
separated planar and homeotropic regions. The wall itself is comprised
of slightly convex segments which terminate in sharp cusps, marking an
abrupt change of orientation of the director in the planar region (a
"quasi -wal 1 11 ) . Surface disci ination lines with core regions con-
taining a high density of ends of molecules are proposed. | S = 1
lines in very thin free droplets increased in length with time, which
was interpreted as evidence that the lines terminate on the free sur-
face rather than the substrate. The predominance of | S | = lines and
the apparently strong splay and bend constants in the high molecular
weight material tend to confirm the authors' conclusion that | S | = 1
lines with nonsingular cores are not favored.
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Electron Microscopy
The pioneering TEM work of Donald and coworkers on sheared rigid
TLC polyesters will be briefly reviewed in this section. Thin samples
of copolymers of aromatic carboxylic acids were prepared by shearing
the polymer on hot rocksalt, cooling, and dissolving away the
substrate. Selected area electron diffraction (SAD) patterns from 2.5
pm diameter regions of the sample showed moderate orientation. Bright
field images display contrast due to thickness variations only, but
equatorial dark field images formed using one extremity of the diffuse
equatorial arc revealed alternating bands of contrast with a 0.8 M m
repeat di stance.
(
74
) Similarities between the banded structure
observed, the pleated sheet structure in Kevlar 49, and textures
observed in dried films of sheared lyotropic LCP were noted.
(
75 )
The electron microdi ff raction diffraction technique was
tested^ 76 ) and used( 77 ) to map the change in orientation axis of the
molecules on traversing the sample. Equatorial microdensi tometer
traces of SAD patterns and microarea diffraction patterns from regions
estimated at 150 nm in diameter revealed higher local "micro-
orientation" than that indicated by SAD. The resolution of the tech-
nique is questionable, though, as the microdi f fraction beam probe size
was 400 nm with a Gaussian intensity profile and possible electron beam
radiation damage to the sample was dismissed as unimportant. Neverthe-
less, a molecular trajectory deviating from a true sinusoidal path,
with an excess of molecules aligned in the shear direction producing a
flat-topped variant of a sinusoidal distribution, was deduced.
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Possible reasons for discrepancies in the path as measured by electron
diffraction and optical microscopy included lack of correspondence of
the molecular axis and local optical di rector.
(
78 )
On further study of the polyester designated B/N. from HBA and
hydroxynaphthoic acid (UNA), a rapid structural reorganization was
observed on anneal ing.( 79 > 80 ) Although electron diffraction patterns
of unannealed and quickly annealed specimens appear virtually iden-
tical, the annealing process causes the disappearance of the bands
perpendicular to the shear direction and the appearance of dark lines
or "veins" parallel to the shear direction and visible in bright field
images. The veins were typically 10-30 nm wide. Their dark contrast
was attributed to chain homeotropy, with molecules rotating locally out
of the specimen plane to lie nearly parallel to the electron beam,
changing the effective scattering cross-section. With increasing
parallelism of the molecules relative to the beam, an increased excita-
tion of the equatorial ring diminishes the intensity of the unscattered
beam, producing regions of dark contrast in the BF image. Images of
"developed domains" separated by veins were investigated through speci-
men tilting experiments. Equal apparent tilts of molecules "up" and
"down" within the developed domains were deduced. The possibility of
compensation of splay deformations occurring through the thickness of
the film by splay in the opposite sense within the specimen plane was
suggested
.
Subsequent papers of Donald and coworkers use the word "wall" to
describe the transition regions between adjacent domains.
(
81
»
82 )
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Stenographic projections of molecular orientations, marked to show the
orientation directions of two adjacent domains, are used to depict
possible reorientation routes or walls. An analysis relating the tilt
of molecules in a wall to the optical density measured on TEM image
plates corresponding to a vein, the center of a domain, and a hole
established the lower bound of the magnitude of the tilt in the walls
as 45°. Pure twist or twist and bend distortions are associated with
the walls, so the walls could be classified as inversion walls of the
second kind (Bloch walls) with a director reorientation less than *.
In addition to domain formation, another consequence of annealing
has been seen for B-N: the formation of ordered entities visible in
dark field images but not accompanied by crystalline hkl-type reflec-
tions in SAD patterns.
(
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»
84
) The "non-periodic layer crystallites"
are 20 nm wide and 100 nm long. In another HNA-containing copolyester,
annealing produced lath-like regions several microns long and about 100
nm wide lying at ±70° to the prior shear direction.
Other workers have produced TEM images of microtomed sections of
PET/HBA copolymer. Sawyer imaged 1 v m phase separated regions of
PET-rich amorphous material in a fibrillar HBA-rich matrix in longitu-
dinal sections cut from extruded fibers.
(
85
' Similar phase separation
was seen by Joseph et al . in TEM of microtomed compression molded
samples.
(
86 ) Zachariades and Logan obtained oriented SAD patterns and
TEM images suggesting phase separated regions several microns in
diameter from sections of oriented PET/HBA films.
(
87
) None of the
above studies have offered insight into the phenomenon of banding.
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Except for a reference to SEM of a side chain polymer( 88 ) in
which sample preparation was not discussed, there is no literature
available on electron microscopy investigations of rigid/flexible TLC
polymers. Rheological investigations of rigid/flexible polyesters
revealed positive or zero values of the first normal stress
di fference.^ 89 )
Discussion of Thesis Problem
From an overview of the literature on the morphology of TLCP, it
is apparent that while rigid TLC polyesters have been investigated by
many workers in various degrees of detail, many basic experiments on
the rigid/flexible polyesters remain to be performed.
In 1983, the present TEM study of rigid/flexible thermotropic
polymers was undertaken in the laboratory of Professor E. L. Thomas
with the intent of applying standard techniques such as bright and dark
field imaging, electron diffraction, and sample tilting as well as the
somewhat unusual (for polymers) technique of in situ heating to address
a variety of questions, including:
• How do rigid/flexible molecules, and in particular flexible
spacers, behave in the liquid crystalline and semicrystal 1 ine
states?
• Can the piled polydomain theory suggested by rheologists
to explain flow behavior in liquid crystalline polymers
be substantiated by TEM observations?
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• What relationships between local mesophase symmetry,
characteristic defects, and domains are evident? How
do small molecule and polymer liquid crystals differ in
these regards?
• What is the significance of banding? Is it related
to domains or defects?
The last question has been particularly intriguing due to the
difficulty of obtaining information at high resolution on the path of
the molecular director across the bands. Complex explanations have
been suggested; one group suggests that band formation is a domain
ordering process in which the non-uniform deformation by shear
throughout the thickness of the sample produces a skin/core structure
of surface monodomains and a core of interconnected domains with direc-
tor axes at ±40° to the shear di rectionJ 90 ) Although a skin/core
morphology has been observed in an injection molded rigid TLC
polymer/ 91 ) any explanation of bands that relies on intrinsic domains
in the melt is highly speculative.
Ideally the question of intrinsic domains one micron or smaller
in size existing in the quiescent nematic melt state would be explored
using TEM dark field imaging to identify regions of similar orien-
tation. The ability of the electron microscope to generate diffraction
information from micron-sized or smaller regions, as well as the images
corresponding to these regions, would be of critical importance in
identifying the purported domains. However, dark field imaging of
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molten polymers is experimentally difficult due to increased specimen
motion and radiation damage at high temperatures.
In general, the rigid copolyesters do not crystallize appre-
ciably, but advantages exist in studying rigid/flexible polyesters
which can be quenched into a "frozen mesophase state" but which do
crystallize on annealing. In this study, crystallization of oriented
frozen liquid crystalline material produced lamellae which fortuitously
provide excellent contrast in bright field TEM images so that orien-
tation variations and defects can be characterized with a resolution
comparable to the thickness of the lamellae (250A). Orientation
domains, if present, would presumably be visible in bright field images
as a consequence of the "lamellar decoration". Semi crystal 1 ine
diffraction patterns also provide a benchmark for the understanding of
scattering patterns from liquid crystalline precursor phases.
The role of the al kyl spacer in the frozen mesophase state can be
probed by electron diffraction. Intrachain molecular transform lines
on the meridian of patterns taken from highly aligned regions of sample
are spaced at intervals related to the projected monomer repeat
distance of the periodic macromol ecul es. Measures of the spacer length
distribution can be deduced if the length of the rigid moiety is known.
A point which must be conceded at the outset is that
rigid/flexible polyesters do not appear at present to be promising
materials for commercialization by industry. Acierno and coworkers
report extremely poor mechanical properties in polyesters containing
spacers of 7 and 8 methylene units.
(
88
) In some cases the spinning
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process did not appear to impart chain orientation, as determined by
WAXD. Although the phenomenon of banding is not mentioned in this con-
text, it is appropriate to ask whether periodic disturbances in the
molecular director in fibers may pose a threat to the development of
good tensile properties in polymers processable at moderate tem-
peratures. In this sense, a detailed investigation of the banding phe-
nomenon and defects in general in rigid/flexible polymer has a prac-
tical aim, because understanding the mechanisms which preclude high
orientation in TLCP is the first step toward their control.
CHAPTER III
MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES
Polymers
A series of thermotropic polyesters from 1,10 decane-
bisterephthaloyl chloride and substituted hydroquinones with the struc
ture
:oJ/oyL0_/Q\ 0J/oy?_0_(CH 2/10
X
where X is an alkyl or other functional group were synthesized by
Q. F. Zhou in the laboratory of Professor R. W. Lenz at the University
of Massachusetts.
(
93
»
94
) The effect of replacing the hydrogen atom in
the unsubstituted polymer (X=H) with alkyl groups of increasing size
was a decrease in melting point occurring an odd-even, zig-zag fashion
and a steady decrease in i sotropi zation temperature. Table 1 lists the
transition temperatures determined by Zhou by differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC) and optical microscopy for the polymers selected for
detailed present morphological investigation. The unsubstituted
polymer and the methyl and ethyl derivatives were classified by Zhou as
nematic on the basis of optical Schlieren textures. Zhou reported that
the decyl-substituted polymer ("D") was not liquid crystalline
according to DSC and optical microscopy observations; he suggested that
the melting point of "D" was higher than the expected i sotropization
temperature. In the present investigation, the "D" polymer has been
found to exhibit liquid crystal 1 i nity by electron diffraction (Chapter
44
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Table 1
Transition temperatures of polymers with
alkyl substituents on mesogenic units.
X
Name Tg(°c) Tm(°C) Ti(°C)
- H "H" 67 231 267
- CH 3 "Me" 44 154 190
- CH2 CH 3 "Et" 35 71 127
- (CH2 ) 9CH3
IIQU
4 98
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IV) and optical microscopy (Chapter V).
Very small samples (1-5 mg) of several other rigid/flexible ther-
motropic polymers were also available for limited investigation. Three
had decamethylene spacer units: the (2,2 '
-methyl )azoxybenzene polymer
CH, CH,
of Blumstein et al./ 53 ) designated DDA-9, a related hydroxyazoxy-
benzene/methyladipic acid copolymer, designated MMA*/DDA-8, and a
di phenyl acetylene polymer
-
from Jenkins and coworkers 95 ) designated T-10. A (CH 2 ) 12 spacer
variant of the diphenylacetylene-based program, T-12, was also made
available by Professor Jenkins. According to the sources, DDA-9 is
nematic, MAA*/DDA-8 is cholesteric, and T-10 and T-12 are smectic poly-
mers.
Sample Preparation
Sample preparation is arguably the most critical factor deter-
mining the quality of TEM data on polymeric materials. The best method
for the production of thin films may not be obvious. Sectioning of
samples by ultramicrotomy offers the opportunity to examine bulk
morphology by TEM, but artifacts such as orientation are introduced by
the knife during cutting, and consistently thin sections are difficult
to obtain. If the polymer is soluble in a volatile solvent, several
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techniques for film casting may be suitable. For example, the polymer
solution can be dropped onto a fluid surface such as water or mercury,
dip-coated onto glass or freshly cleaved mica, or drawn into films from
a puddle of melt heated on a glass surface. Of the above techniques,
only the first showed promise in initial experiments on TLC polyesters.
TLCP films dip-coated onto clean glass could not be removed by the
usual scoring and floating off procedure. Thin films prepared on
freshly cleaved mica and glass slides treated with a surfactant were
removable, but specimens produced in this manner were unoriented.
Film-drawing from hot solution, though used successfully for
polyolefins^ 96 ) and random block copolymers^ 97 ) was unsuccessful for
TLCP solutions in preliminary trials, presumably due to insufficient
molecular weight of the polymer. In this investigation, thin oriented
films for TEM were prepared by dropping polymer solution or solid
crumbs onto hot fluid substrates.
The success of this novel sample preparation technique, shown
schematically in Figure 8, lies in the spreading of the dissolved or
molten polymer to produce both a thin film and very high local chain
orientation . Spreading is defined as "the movement of a phase front
whereby the interfacial area is increased".
(
98
^ The spreading coef-
ficient x
LS
of liquid L on substrate S is
X
LS
= W
A "
W
CL
where w"
A
and w"
CL
are the work of adhesion and the work of cohesion of
the liquid respectively; spontaneous spreading occurs when a ls > 0.
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The work of adhesion for two materials a and g is the sum
of the surface tensions <, and 0 of the materials and 0 , the rever-
sible work required to create unit interfacial area by separating a and
8. Thus, in order for spreading to be favored, the substrate should
have a high surface tension and the attraction between the substrate
and the liquid to be spread should be strong.
The relative merits of fluid substrates for spreading of the
various polymers can be illustrated by electron diffraction. (SAD pat-
terns are discussed herein only to clarify the sample preparation
technique; the interpretation of the data in greater detail is given in
Chapter IV.) Figure 9 shows SAD patterns from "D", "Et", and "Me"
polymers spread on water. The "D" polymer, 9a, was prepared for TEM by
melting a crumb of polymer directly onto water at 95°C. The relative
intensity of the inner ring is greater for "D" than for "Et" prepared
by spreading 0.5 weight percent solution in tetrachloroethane on 45°C
water (Figure 9b). Neither specimen showed orientation at normal or
tilted beam incidence. The methyl substituted polymer, prepared in the
same manner as "Et", displays distinct equatorial arcs (Figure 9c).
The orientation of "Me" films can be enhanced by spreading the solution
on cooler water due to increased surface tension.
In addition to water, films were prepared on phosphoric acid,
because this substrate may be used from room temperature to 245° and
had been previously used by Petermann to produce thin polyethylene
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films from the melt.W The phosphoric acid (Fisher Chemical Co.)
contained 15% water and could be used from room temperature to about
245°, where boiling interrupts the smoothness of the surface. This
temperature range permits preparation of each of the phenylene
bisterephthalate polymers within the actual mesophase regime between
the melting point and i sotropi zati on temperatures. At acid tem-
peratures in excess of 200°, degradation of the polymers occurred after
several minutes of contact, as evidenced by diffraction spots charac-
teristic of small, unoriented (ol i gomeric?) crystals. A hot plate with
a ceramic surface was used to heat the acid in a ventilated hood.
Normally a 90 mm diameter crystallizing dish was used to contain the
acid; no effect on the sample was seen on changing the size or shape of
the dish. Possible artifacts associated with poly(phosphoric acid) are
described in Appendix A. When a hot sodium hydroxide/water solution
was used as a substrate, rapid spreading was observed; however, rapid
degradation of the polymer occurred as well.
Except for the "H" polymer, which was insoluble, the phenylene
bisterephthalate polymers could be prepared by spreading solution on
phosphoric acid. Acid temperatures in excess of the polymer melting
point were preferred, because at lower temperatures, the polymer would
not undergo spreading in the LC melt state, and the orientation of
films would depend on the spreading behavior of a transient lyotropic
phase during solvent evaporation.
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When a drop of polymer solution contacts the surface of hot H,POk
the drop bounces erratically until the solvent has evaporated and then
spreads rapidly to coat the surface of the acid. The thin molten film
can be quench-cooled by pouring the entire dish of acid into a bowl of
water. Quench-water temperatures from 0 to 40°C were used.
Alternatively, the film can be gradually cooled on the acid by shutting
off the hot plate. The film is eventually transferred to water for
washing, picked up on copper mesh TEM grids, and allowed to dry. Mesh
sizes from 400 to 700 were preferable for supporting thin films. The
specimens could be observed substrate-free or with a thin stabilizing
layer of carbon produced by a Denton vacuum evaporator.
The difference between spreading a "Me" polymer solution on water
at room temperature and H 3 P04 at 180° is illustrated by a series of SAD
patterns (Figure 10). The as-prepared films both yield oriented nema-
tic diffraction patterns (Figures 10a, 10b); however, the "Me" film
prepared on H 3 P04 displays several sharp maxima on the meridian in 10b
that are absent in 10a. These maxima are of intramolecular origin and
indicate a highly periodic distribution of scattering entities along
the chain. Annealing which produces crystal 1 inity accentuates the dif-
ference between casting on water and ^0,+ . After annealing for 24
hours at 144°C, a slightly textured ring pattern is evident in Figure
10c, while the sample cast on acid developed a highly oriented
crystalline texture (lOd).
Spreading of solutions or crumbs of TLC polymers other than the
bisterephthalate was attempted using the phosphoric acid substrate.
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Figure 10. SAD patterns of "Me" prepared from solution.
(a) Sample prepared on water; (b) Same
after annealing 24 hours at 144°;
(c) Sample prepared on 180° phosphoric
acid and gradually cooled; (d) Same,
annealed 24 hours at 144°.
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Chain orientation was observed for the DDA-9, MMA*/DDA-8, and T-12
polymers, but not T-10; however, these materials exhibited greater
susceptibility to degradation on phosphoric acid than the phenylene
bisterephthalate polymers. Thin films of flexible polymers such as
polyethylene, polystyrene, and polycarbonate were also prepared by
spreading on phosphoric acid and quenching, but electron diffraction
indicated no orientation for any non-liquid crystalline polymers.
Transmission Electron Microscopy
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) is the technique of choice
for the generation of high resolution images and diffraction infor-
mation from small (5 Mm3 is typical) scattering volumes of material.
In the present investigation, the major limitation of the TEM tech-
niques is not the intrinsic resolution limit imposed by the wavelength
of accelerated electrons and lens spherical aberration, but rather the
possibility for noncorrespondence of the photographed image or SAD pat-
tern with the actual structure of interest. The lack of correspondence
may be imposed by both the instrument and the sample. Instrumental
problems such as lens astigmatism, energy spread of electrons, and
mechanical vibration of the column are considered in the design of a
modern TEM. Other problems are a consequence of the interaction of a
sample with the electron beam: radiation damage of the sample, con-
tamination, beam heating of the specimen, and inelastical ly scattered
electrons.
A review of radiation damage of polymers in the TEM has been
published by Grubb.^ 100 ) Ionization and subsequent crosslinking or
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unzipping of chains deteriorates polymer crystal 1 i nity, which may be
low at the outset. Minimization of the damage through the use of 1
beam intensities and strategies to avoid unnecessary exposure to the
beam in regions photographed was successfully achieved in the present
work
.
Contamination layers of carbon build up on the specimen and sur-
faces such as apertures with exposure to the beam as a consequence of
interaction between electrons and organic molecules such as pump oil
and "finger grease" in the column.
(
101
) Low beam intensities and use
of an anti-contamination device consisting of a liquid nitrogen cooled
surface surrounding the sample reduce the contamination rate.
Beam heating is the temperature rise aT of a specimen exposed to
the electron beam. In general, aT increases with electron beam flux
and specimen density and decreases with increasing thermal conductivity
and accelerating vol tage.( 102 ) Beam heating is a concern for polymeric
specimens because of poor thermal conductivity and the thermally acti-
vated nature of the radiation damage process; fortunately, the low beam
intensities used to minimize radiation damage and contamination prevent
a substantial temperature rise.
Inelastical ly scattered electrons are those incident electrons
which suffer an energy loss upon interaction with the specimen. The
inelastical ly scattered electrons have varying energies and low deflec-
tion angles so that most pass through the objective aperture to produce
a blurring of the image, or, in SAD patterns, a diffuse background near
the main beam. Lacking an electron spectrometer for energy filtration,
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the best precaution is a thin specimen.
The factors listed above were taken into consideration during TEM
studies on TLC polyesters. All observations were made on a JEOL 100CX
TEM operated at 100 KEV. The TEM was equipped with a scanning unit and
available detectors permitted scanning transmission (STEM) and high
resolution scanning (SEM) observations. A free lens control unit
operated through the STEM device permitted independent excitation of
lenses, which was useful for micro-microdiffraction from small sample
areas.
In situ heating of TEM samples
It is sometimes desirable to control the temperature of a TEM
specimen in order that observations may be made before, during and
after a phase transition. A Gatan 628 series single tilt furnace type
heating stage was used to heat TLCP specimens in the JEOL 100CX.
Voltage was regulated by a control unit with a temperature readout
using Pt/Pt-Rh thermocouples. Special channels in the stage for
cooling water were not used since operating temperatures below 300°C
were used.
Temperature calibration of a TEM heating stage in the range
25°-300°C must be performed with low-melting standards in the
microscope column. Calibration outside the TEM, even in vacuum, is not
recommended because of the heat radiated toward the sample by the
objective aperture assembly. ( 102) vacuum evaporated crystals of indium
(Tm = 156. 6°C) or lead (Tm = 327. 3°C) on carbon are useful as stan-
dards, but reaction of the metals with air to form higher melting oxi-
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des is a problem. Polyethylene films, despite their less precise
melting points and susceptibility to radiation damage, were useful as
melting point standards.
Electron Diffraction
Selected area electron diffraction (SAD) was used to obtain
diffraction information from regions ten microns in size or smaller.
Gold standards prepared by vacuum evaporation were used to calibrate
diffraction patterns. Periodicities as large as 32A were resolved in
SAD patterns taken with short exposure times at the 46 cm camera length
setting. Larger d-spacings, if present, could presumably be detected
at longer camera lengths.
SAD tilt experiments using a side entry goniometer were performed
to assess the full intensity distribution in reciprocal space of
oriented specimens. Relatively high resistance to radiation damage
(compared to flexible polymers) of both the crystalline and frozen
liquid crystalline phases in the TLCP materials allowed 4 or 5 diffrac-
tion patterns to be produced sequentially from an 8 pm diameter region
with minimal damage (e.g. up to ten equatorial reflections still
resolved). The radiation lifetime of the crystalline phase of the "H"
polymer is estimated as almost two orders of magnitude higher than that
of polyethylene. The quick change specimen holder can be used for ±60°
single tilt experiments, but it is frequently desirable to tilt about
some symmetry axis in the diffraction pattern, which must then be made
to correspond with the tilt axis of the specimen holder. The grid may
be adjusted by hand in the quick change holder, or a tilt-rotate stage
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may be used. A tilt-rotate holder for the JEOL 100CX with adjustable
rotation speed, a 360° range, and foot pedal control allowed accurate
specimen positioning for tilt experiments.
The correspondence between an area of sample selected by a field-
limiting aperture and the image of the same area is affected by a rota-
tion dependent on magnification. The rotation angle versus magnifica-
tion is determined annually for the JEOL 100CX. The orientation of the
diffraction pattern relative to the image may also be determined by
defocusing the diffraction pattern to obtain a bright field image from
the 000 spot.
In addition to SAD, other electron diffraction techniques were
used occasionally. Small angle electron diffraction (SAED) can be per-
formed with the objective lens shut off to achieve long camera
lengths. SAED patterns from ordered crystalline lamellae were
obtained for TLCP specimens using the High Dispersion mode of the
100CX. Repeated adjustment of the low magnification trans and tilt
screws, as well as highly coherent illumination, was required to obtain
patterns using the smallest objective aperture as a field limiting
aperture. Using a camera length calibration supplied by Dr. M.
Shibayama, the average long period deduced from SAED patterns agreed
well with estimates from TEM images.
Areas smaller than those conveniently sampled by SAD could be
studied by STEM micro-diffraction; however, the length scale of orien-
tational correlations in the aligned samples was sufficiently large
that local orientation appeared equally high in SAD and STEM micro-
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diffraction patterns.
Microdensitometry
Microdensitometry of electron diffraction patterns was performed
initially on a Joyce Loebl 3CS flat bed microdensitometer at Princeton
University and later on an Optronics P-1000 Photoscan rotating drum
instrument at Wright Patterson Air Force Base. The Joyce Loebl has a
continuously adjustable slit which allows resolution down to the 1 u m
level, but only line scans are generated and the data is obtained in
analog form (traces). The Optronics microdensitometer scans and digi-
tizes areas with a minimum pixel size of 25 y m and a maximum array
size of 1000 x 1000 points per run. The intensity arrays are written
on magnetic tape which can be read by a computer for plotting and
analysis.
A calibration curve for the TEM film used in this investigation,
Kodak SO-163 Electron Image film, was produced using the intensity of
the [111] ring of SAD patterns of gold taken at constant beam intensity
for various exposure times (Figure 11). Nonlinearity becomes a problem
above an optical density of 1.5, so when intensity measurements are
needed, it is advisable to either work below the saturation limit of
the film or generate a correction curve. The SO-163 calibration is now
available to users of the analysis programs at Wright Patterson.
Calculations based on microdensitometry of electron diffraction
patterns suffer from the background of inelastical ly scattered
electrons. Ad hoc background substractions were performed on azimuthal
intensity scans of Optronics data used to estimate orientation func-
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Figure 11. Intensity of the [111] gold reflection in
SAD patterns as a function of exposure time
tions. The Hermans-Stein orientation function
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f = (3 < cos2a >-i)/2
as applied to equatorial reflections, for the case of fiber
symmetry, (100)
f
eq
= 1 - 3 <cos2 B >
was used, where <cos 2a > =1-2 <cos 2 g>
77 tt/2
and <cos2 B > =
°/ CQ s 2 3l(e)sinedg
=
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2
where g and g E are azimuthal angles defined with respect to the meri-
dian and equator respectively.
The orientation function f is appropriate for the crystalline
phase only of annealed TLCP. Equatorial reflections from perfectly
oriented crystals would display an azimuthal intensity breadth of zero
(delta function), but for long chains which are not straight, smearing
of the interchain peak in a direction parallel to the meridian occurs
to an extent which is inversely proportional to the correlation
length.
(
44 )
TEM Imaging
Since the TLC polyesters investigated can be prepared in the
semicrystal 1 ine state as well as a quenched liquid crystalline state,
diffraction, mass thickness (amplitude), and phase contrast are all
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important contrast mechanisms. Elastically scattered electrons,
whether diffracted by atoms contained in crystalline planes or not,
tend to be deflected through a sufficiently large angle to be excluded
from the final image by the objective aperture beneath the specimen.
The resulting lack of intensity observed in bright field (BF) images in
strongly scattering regions of the sample is called deficiency
contrast. Phase contrast dependent on objective lens defocus also
contributes to the bright field image as a consequence of interference
between scattered and transmitted electrons.
The effect of beam damage on BF images was judged inconsequential
after a comparison of images from undamaged and subsequently damaged
areas. Dark field (DF) images were generated using the beam tilt
controls of the 100 CX. Equatorial DF images were generally formed
using an entire equatorial maximum, unlike those of Donald et
al./ 74 ) which were formed using one wing of a broad equatorial arc.
STEM annular DF images were produced using the tip of the beamstop to
block the main beam and the free lens control unit to focus.
In general, a substantial degree of underfocus of the objective
lens was used to record BF images of semicrystal 1 ine lamellae; this
afforded a greater level of contrast than that produced by the objec-
tive aperture alone. Objective lens defocus is conducive to phase
contrast artifact effects^ 105 ) in thin films, but image interpretation
was not much affected in this case due to the presence of strong regu-
lar periodicities (lamellae) in the object. Since the smallest struc-
tural detail d in the images correponds to crystalline lamellae with a
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periodicity of 300A or more, there is no danger of cutting off the fine
structure information by using an objective aperture with an acceptance
angle for electrons less than A.
, whe re \ is 0.037A for lOOKeV elec-
tons. The optimum value of defocus, — was on the order of 100
2A
microns; in practice, defocus values of -34u m were adequate for images
recorded at a magnification of 5,000.
A tilt-rotate specimen holder was used to obtain micrographs of
systematically tilted specimens. Contrast variations in different pro-
jections of the specimen are useful in identifying features such as
homeotropic molecular orientation and walls.
Optical Microscopy
Polarized light microscopy studies were performed on a Zeiss WL
microscope equipped with a Mettler FP-2 heating stage. A rotating
polarizer and strain-free long working length UD objectives were used.
Specimens were prepared by spreading on water or phosphoric acid and
transferred to glass slides, or alternatively, crumbs of solid polymer
were melted between a slide and cover glass in the hot stage. The tem-
perature range of the mesophase was measured by the persistance of a
birefringent melt state as judged by the presence of bright contrast
when the polarizer and analyzer vibration directions were crossed at
90°. Care must be taken to distinguish between a dark field of view
due to a true isotropic melt and a homeotropic boundary condition
(molecular alignment normal to the slide). A quick push on the cover
glass with tweezers causes a birefringent flash in the case of
homeotropic alignment.
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A Bertrand lens^) designed fop observation Qf conoscopic
interference figures was effective for ideal cystalline specimens such
as mica, but the TLCP films lacked sufficiently large regions of common
orientation for conoscopy.
Images were recorded on 35 mm Kodak Tri-X black and white or
Ektachrome color film using a camera equipped with an exposure meter.
Differential Scanning Calorimetry
Thermal analysis of the TLC polyesters was performed on a
Perkin-Elmer DSC-2 differential scanning calorimeter. The temperature
scale was calibrated using indium and lead standards. The sample size
was about 5 mg due to the necessity of conserving material.
CHAPTER IV
INTRACHAIN AND INTERCHAIN ORDER
In this chapter, experimental results pertaining to the type and
extent of orientational order in rigid/flexible TLCP are discussed.
Diffraction and imaging techniques provide information on both
intrachain and interchain order. Electron diffraction studies were
limited to thin specimens prepared by melt spreading in contrast to
imaging studies, which covered a greater range of film thickness
through the use of optical as well as electron microscopy. For both
diffraction and imaging, specimen tilt experiments were performed to
assess the symmetry of oriented films and to determine the molecular
orientation relative to the plane of the specimen. Crystallization of
TEM specimens, which was possible for the unsubstitited and methyl but
not decyl phenylene terephthal ate polymers by annealing at temperatures
below the melting point, provided a means of observing the charac-
teristics of the mesophase precursor texture which could not be
directly detected by diffraction and imaging of polymer samples in the
frozen LC state.
Thermal Analysis Results
The transition temperatures reported by Zhou^ 93 ) (Table I,
Chapter III) for the "H" and "Me" polymers were confirmed by DSC. The
only discrepancy found was an endothermic peak at 190°C seen in the
first scan but not subsequent scans of the "H" polymer (Figure 12).
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Figure 12 DSC traces of "H" polymer as received
First and second runs.
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Although the melting peak around 236°C has a small shoulder at 225°C in
the second scan, it appears that the polymorph of "H" with Tm
= 190°C
is suppressed when crystallization occurs from the melt. The sample as
received is precipitated from a solution polycondensation and may con-
tain crystalline structures unique to solvent-induced crystallization.
Alternatively, the 190°C peak may represent a low molecular weight com-
ponent initially present in the sample which reacts to form longer,
higher-melting polymer chains during the first heating cycle.
Projected Monomer Repeat Distance for Rigid/Flexible Molecules
As demonstrated in the previous chapter, melt spreading on
phosphoric acid produced TLC polymer films having high local molecular
orientation. Selected area electron diffraction (SAD) studies of the
phenylene bi sterephthalate polymers prepared on phosphoric acid yielded
insight into two types of order in the quenched liquid crystalline
state: the order along the chain axis of an individual molecules as
evidenced by single chain scattering maxima, and the orientation
distribution of molecules relative to some reference direction. While
SAD patterns are not a good substitute for x-ray di f fractometry when
quantitative measures of intensity are required, electron diffraction
is a superior tool for the assessment of order and symmetry in very
small volumes of TLCP materials.
Figure 13 shows an SAD pattern taken from an 8 pm diameter region
of an oriented quenched "Me" sample. Identical patterns were also
obtained from "Me" cooled gradually on the acid. The single broad
equation peak indicates a liquid-like packing between chains. Sharp
Figure 13. SAD pattern of "Me" prepared on 180°
phosphoric acid.
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lines on the meridian of Figure 13 are attributed to the molecular
transform maxima of the "Me" polymer. The rapid fall-off of intensity
with increasing distance from the origin suggests variations in the
projected monomer repeat distance along the chain, not unlike the case
of a one-dimensional paracrystal
. In situ heati ng of the sample to the
LC melt state caused the disappearance of the molecular transform
maxima as a consequence of reduced spatial correlation of monomer units
on the same chain. Variations in the repeat distance must be due to
the influence of a distribution of lengths (and hence conformations) of
the flexible spacer, because the length of the phenylene bi sterephtha-
late mesogen is fixed by rigid ester bonds which prevent rotation. A
photograph of space-filling molecular models (Harvard Biosciences
Corp.) illustrates the longest possible monomer repeat unit, with an
all trans spacer conformation, and a shorter monomer unit with a bent
spacer (Figure 14).
The d-spacings of the molecular transform maxima in Figure 13
indicate a projected monomer repeat distance of 30. 8A as determined by
comparison of the SAD photograph to a gold standard photographed at the
same camera length. For the "Me", "H", and "D" polymers, rather crude
bond-summing calculations and measurements of the space-filling models
suggest a repeat distance of about 31.8A for the case of the all trans
spacer. A single kink caused, for example, by a gauche conformer at
the fourth and fifth carbon atoms of the spacer could produce the
1A reduction in projected length; however, many other possible spacer
conformations would yield the 30. 8A projected length (within the
71
Mgure 14. Space filling molecular models of "Me"
Top: all trans spacer. Bottom:
KinKed spacer.
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experimental error).
In order to examine the correspondence between the observed meri-
dional intensity distributions due to intrachain scattering from frozen
nematic "Me" specimens and the calculated single chain scattering
expected for various possible spacer conformations, molecular trans-
forms based on the electron density distribution of the "Me" chain were
calculated using a computer program developed by Minter.( 107 ) Although
scattering patterns in general cannot be uniquely associated with an
electron density distribution, evaluations of the quality of the match
between an observed layer line intensity distribution and spacings and
molecular transforms calculated using a particular set or sets of atomic
coordinates would narrow the field of possible chain conformations. A
computer search for structural data for small molecules analogous to
the phenylene bi sterephthal ate mesogen was conducted in 1984 using the
Cambridge Crystal lographic Database, but no appropriate model compound
data was found. "Manufactured" atomic coordinate sets based on com-
pounds such as poly(butylene terephthalate) and decane yielded molecu-
lar transform intensity distributions with little resemblence to the
intensitities observed on layer lines for "Me". Molecular transform
calculations would be useful in the future for a rigid/flexible TLCP
system with known atomic coordinates, because the calculated effect of
a distribution of spacer lengths within one chain could be compared to
observed meridional intensities, allowing a qualitative evaluation of
the spacer length distribution for comparison to similar distributions
based on rotational isomeric state calculations.
(
45
»
46 )
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Mesophase Identity
Figures 15a-c compare SAD patterns of the quenched LC state of
the "Me", "H" and "D" polymers. Unlike "Me" and "D" which show a
single broad equatorial peak, the "H" polymer manifests two strong and
one weak maxima. On the meridian, "Me" and "H" SAD patterns exhibit
streak-like layer lines. The most intense line visible in the print of
"Me" is the 4th order, while the 5th order is most intense in "H"; this
difference suggests a non-trivial difference in the molecular trans-
forms and hence the chain conformations of "Me" and "H" imposed by the
methyl substituent on the mesogen. The "D" polymer exhibits sharp
spots rather than streaks on the meridian. The d-spacings of the spots
correspond to a periodicity of about 16A, or half that of the layer
lines in "Me" and "H". The possibility of a 16A periodicity in
electron density in the axial direction versus a symmetry-related
absence of alternate orders of diffraction spots will be discussed in
Chapter VI.
Assignment of mesophase identity based on the above SAD patterns
is problematical. The diffraction patterns of nematics and smectics
differ mainly in their appearance at small scattering angles. The
distribution of the scattered intensity on the meridian for a well
aligned region of a polymeric LC depends essentially on three factors:
(i) the extent of chain mi sorientation (causing curvature of the layer
lines), (ii) the average lateral size of the axial coherently scat-
tering regions (determines spread of intensity along with a direction
normal to the meridian) and ( i i i ) the degree of relative axial shift of
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< <
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 15. SAD patterns and schematics of TLC
polymers prepared on hot phosphoric
acid and quenched, (a) "Me"; (b) "H"
;
(c) "0"; (d) Schematic nematic pattern;
(e) Hybrid nematic/smectic pattern;
(f) smectic pattern.
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the monomer repeat units along the orientation axis (also determines
spread of intensity along a direction normal to the meridian).
Provided the orientation is sufficient so that curvature does not smear
out the patterns, then if factor (111) is large and (11) is small
, the
LC phase is nematic (manifested as diffuse, streak-like molecular
transform layer lines) (see Figure 15d), while if the reverse is true,
smectic order prevails (evident as short, sharp layer line reflections
(see Figure 15f). The intermediate case of small laterally ordered
regions with some axial disorder produces a hybrid pattern (see Figure
15e) with a characteristic fanning out of the reflections on succeeding
layer lines (the first layer line appears smectic-1 ike, higher order
layer lines appear increasingly nematic-1 i ke)
. Unfortunately, due to
the large c axis repeat distance, the lowest order layer lines for the
"H" and "Me" polymers are difficult to observe due to the strong ine-
lastic scatter. In SAD patterns of "H" , the layer lines (the fourth
layer line is the first one visible in the print) shown increasing
lateral spread with increasing order, consistent with the hybrid model
of lateral (smectic) ordering with axial shift disorder within the
layers. The "Me" and "D" patterns suggest mesophase order more closely
resembling the classical nematic and smectic phases respectively.
Uniaxial and Biaxial Order
Uniaxial symmetry is a very common implicit assumption in schema-
tic drawings of nematic liquid crystals. In the present TEM study of
TLC polyesters, the tendency for molecular orientations of higher than
uniaxial symmetry to occur in thin oriented polymer films combined with
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the ability to perform tilt experiments in the TEM permits both
uniaxial and biaxial LC states to be clearly observed by electron
diffraction.
Isointensity contour plots (Figure 16) of normal beam SAD pat-
terns of quenched "Me" and "H" samples appear different mostly in the
equatorial region, because meridional intensities are represented
well in the plot. Tilt experiments about the chain axis direction
produced no change in the intensity distribution or extent of the
equatorial maximum for "Me", but the intensities of the three peaks of
"H" were markedly affected by tilting, as shown by equatorial microden-
sitometer traces (Figure 17). The intense maxima at s = 0.22 and
0.25A" 1 (s = *.) and the weak broader maximum at 0 . 3 3A " i are con-
A
sistent with two distinct average i ntermolecul ar distances with a rela-
tive orientation of approximately 90° (orthorhombi c symmetry). The
first maximum, which decreases in intensity with tilt about the chain
axis direction, and the second maximum, which increases, are analogous
to [100] and [010] crystalline reflections respectively. The s =
0.33A" 1 peak, which has approximately equal intensity for 0, and 30°
specimen tilts, is roughly analogous to a crystalline [110] reflection
and is expected to display maximum intensity at a tilt of 45°.
The Semi crystal 1 ine State
Although the "Me" polymer yielded identical uniaxial diffraction
patterns of the frozen LC state for quench-cooled and gradually cooled
specimens (Figure 18a), annealing the sample grid in an oven (24 hours
at 144°C) produced crystal textures of different symmetries. Quenched
"Me'
(c)
Figure 16. SAO patterns and intensity contour
plots from samples prepared by
melt spreading on phosphoric acid,
(a), (b) "Me", (C), (d) "H".
0.2 0.3
s (1/A
)
Figure 17. Equatorial mi crodensi tometer traces
of SAD patterns of quenched "H"
polymer at 0° and 30° specimen
tilt angles about chain axis direction
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samples crystallized to a fiber texture (Figure 18b) whereas slowly
cooled samples crystallized with a single-crystal-like texture (Figure
18c). Only (hO*) reflections are present in the crystalline pattern
indicating in-plane orientation of both the a and c axes. The c para-
meter of "Me" unit cell is 31.2A, again less than the calculated pro-
jected monomer repeat based on a molecule with an all-trans decamethy-
lene spacer conformation but greater than the spacing in the quenched
LC state. Meridional intensity scans of SAD patterns taken before and
after annealing (Figure 19) depict the change from weak rapidly
decaying molecular transform maxima to intense OOji reflections. In
addition to the sharp crystalline reflections in Figure 18c, there is
still significant scattering from the residual untransformed liquid
crystalline phase. That the first equatorial reflection occurs at
lower angle than the diffuse equatorial is not interpreted as evidence
for a larger intermolecul ar distance in the crystalline phase compared
to the frozen LC phase, since Bragg's Law is not applicable to the
1 atter.
How can the two crystalline textures which develop on annealing
from an apparently common liquid crystalline state be explained? If
the TLCP molecules are plate-like rather than cylindrical, they may
pack with specific side-to-side as well as axial orientation, as indi-
cated schematically in Figure 20a. This corresponds to a biaxial
liquid crystalline phase. One could thus envision the LC state to con-
sist of a high temperature uniaxial phase and a low temperature biaxial
phase. Slow cooling from an initial temperature in the uniaxial regime
Figure 19. Meridional mi crodensi tomer traces of SAD
patterns of "Me" polymer gradually cooled
on phosphoric acid, (a) As prepared-
(b) After 24 hours at 144°.
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would produce a frozen biaxial TLCP which would then lead to the
biaxial crystal texture of Figure 18c, whereas quenching fro. the same
temperature, owing to insufficient time in the biaxial regime to
achieve the favored biaxial packing over distances large enough in
extent for detection by electron diffraction, would freeze in a
uniaxial phase of platelike molecules (Figure 20b) and lead to the
uniaxial (fiber) texture observed.
The diffraction pattern of an aligned biaxial LC phase should
display equatorial maxima corresponding to both face-to-face and edge-
to-edge packing of molecules, but if these distances are nearly equal,
it is possible that only a single intense intermolecular scattering
peak will be visible on the equator, which may be the case for the "Me"
polymer. The quenched H polymer (spread on 235°C acid) does indeed
exhibit multiple equatorial reflections (see Figures 16c and 17). Not
surprisingly, the crystallized "H" films also exhibit nonuniaxial tex-
ture in tilt experiments about c*. Photographic prints (Figure 21) and
equatorial traces (Figure 22) show the emergence of new crystalline
reflections at lower angle with increasing specimen tilt; in addition,
the diffuse equatorial maximum at s = 0.22 A" 1 attributed to a residual
frozen LC phase fades with increasing tilt.
The d spacings of the two crystalline textures of "Me" (hOl and
hkl) and of "H" were measured using a comparator, which yielded more
reproducible results than the flat bed mi crodensitometer, presumably
due to difficulty in centering the diffraction photograph on the tra-
veling table. Table 2 lists the spacings and proposed unit cell para-
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Figure 21. SAO patterns of "H" polymer annealed 2 hours
at 204° as a function of specimen tilt angle
about c* axis, (a) 0°; (b) 15°; (c) 30°;
(d) 45°.
Kigure 22. Equatorial mi crodensi tometer scans of SAD
patterns of "H" polymer (Figure 21).
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Table 2
Reflections observed in electron a***
and "H» pov:e
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Polymer Texture
"Me" hOi
"Me" hk£
H
Observed,
A
Index d calculated.A
5.67
3.81( w )
2.81
200
300
400
5.67
3.78
2.83
7.80
6.28
5.18
4.44
3.15
004
005
006
007
0010
7.80
6.24
5.20
4.46
3.12
for
a=11.34
c=31.2
5.61 200 5.61
!•{£ 010 4 -08 for
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300 3.74 a=U.30
210 3.51 b=4.11
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5.53 010 5.53
4.85 310 4 87
4.42 700 4.41
4.13 510 4 12
3.86 800 3.86 b=5~53
3.11 1000 3.09 c=31.72
2.75 020 2.77
2
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1200 2.54 orthorhombi c
2.35 1300 2.34
2.19 1400 2.20
1.93 1600 1.93
7-93 004 7.93
5
-29 006 5.29
Table 2
Hull
H hla
meters. The hkl texture of "Me" fFiaurP irn^n igu e 18b) displays off-meridional
reflections which lie on a distinct "X" which is a signature frequently
associated with diffraction from a helical chain conformation. The
structure factor for a single helix produces finite intensities on
layer lines correponding to maxima of the Bessel functions J
n
(2„Rr),
where R is the reciprocal space coordinate normal to the c* axis and r
is the radius of the helix (Figure 23). (108) Tne f1pst ineridiona1
maximum in the hkl texture of "Me" on the 14th layer line and the 26°
pitch angle a between the meridian and one arm of the "X" suggest a
14/1 helix. From a knowledge of the values of the first maxima of the
Bessel functions J n (109) and their location Qn thg diffraction
the radius of the helix is estimated at 12A. The few reflections on
the equator can be indexed to a monoclinic cell, but an alternative
explanation for the maxima on the "X" is a triclinic unit cell with
uniaxial orientation producing two c* axes in the SAD pattern.
The "H" polymer can be indexed to an orthorhombic cell or a
monoclinic unit cell with Y near 90°. Extinctions of h0* reflections
for i = even are seen. Although no odd hOO reflections are seen," the
a parameter of the unit cell must be nearly as large as c to account
for the 10* reflections on odd layer lines. SAD photographs taken
using long exposures clearly show the 101 spots within the halo of ine-
lastically scattered electrons.
Attempts to crystallize the "D" polymer through annealing treat-
ments and exposure to solvent have thus far been unsuccessful.
XLayer line (the figures are
the ord?r numbers)
Continuous I
Order of Bo^cl function
Figure 23. Continuous right-handed helix, (a) Physical
space coordinates; (b) Reciprocal space
coordinates; (c) Characteristics of the
diffraction pattern of a continuous helix.
Orientation
SAD patterns of quenched TLCP films were photographed using an
increasingly large field limiting aperture with the intent of deducing
an apparent length scale of orientational correlations to compare with
values for similar polymers as measured by SALS.( 18 ) However, the
orientation of the samples was sufficiently high over at least 50 u m
regions that no decrease in orientation was noticeable in SAD patterns
when the size of the region sampled was varied.
Azimuthal intensity scans of diffraction patterns of a gradually
cooled "Me" sample taken before and after annealing were obtained using
the Optronics microdensitometer. Figure 24 is an intensity-corrected
scan taken through the center of the equator in the unannealed
specimen; the background can be taken as a straight line. In the
absence of full cylindrical distribution function calculations, the
best method to treat equatorial intensity data for the LC phase is not
obvious. A first moment description of orientation suggested for
haloes of oriented amorphous polymers^ 108 ) was used to quantify the
orientation of the frozen LC phase of "Me". The mean orientation angle
<<f>> of the chains is written
oW^djOsin^dtj,
where
<j> is the angle of the molecular chains with respect to the orien-
tation direction or other reference axis and $ is the azimuthal angle
measured with respect to the equator. For perfect parallel orientation
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of straight chains, H >=Q°; for random orientation (ring pattern)
<4>>=45°. The values <<j,>=20.2 for unannealed "Me" and <^>=20.0 for the
frozen LC phase of semi crystal 1 i ne "Me" are within experimental error
of one another, which indicates that the emergence of a highly oriented
crystalline phase on annealing occurs with no effect on the order in
the residual LC phase between crystals. This observation, taken with
TEM images, is useful in formulating a morphological model of the
semicrystalline state of oriented TLC polymers (Chapter VI). An azi-
muthal intensity scan of a crystalline equatorial reflection was used
to compute the Hermans-Stein (second moment) orientation function. The
value f
200
=0.96 for the hOz texture of a "Me" specimen was obtained.
Small Angle Electron Pi ff raction(SAED)
SAED patterns of semicrystalline samples were photographed using
nominal camera lengths of 9, 15, and 24 m. An "H" polymer film
annealed at 220°C developed oriented crystalline lamellae (Figure 25a)
which yielded a single strong diffuse maximum in SAED patterns
corresponding to a periodicity of 600 to 650A (Figure 25b). For the
sake of comparison, a SAED pattern of a grating replica is shown
(Figure 25c). Many higher order maxima are visible due to the regu-
larity of the object and the high lateral coherence of the beam.
Substantial variations in the long period of the "H" lamellae
(paracrystal 1 ine disorder) produce broadening of the diffraction spots
and the disappearance of higher order reflections, but the average long
period calculated agrees well with the average crystal thickness and
the thickness of the frozen LC phase in the corresponding TEM images.
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Figure 25. Lamellae in UH" polymer specimen annealed
at 220°. (a) Bright field TEM image;
(b) Small angle electron diffraction
pattern; (c) SAED pattern of grating replica.
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The SAED technique would be suitable for a systematic study of
the long period of TLCP lamellae as a function of annealing conditions.
Although not systematically studied in the present investigation, an
unusually large range of long period values have been observed for
lamellar "H" and "Me" specimens. A detailed study of annealing beha-
vior of TLCP could reveal very different behavior compared to flexible
semicrystalline polymers as a consequence of different levels of
entanglements and other constraints on crystal growth.
Optical Microscopy: Melt State
Hot stage optical microscopy of TLCP samples melted from the
solid powder between glass surfaces is a simple method for visualizing
the liquid crystalline state. The phenylene bisterephthalate
polyesters melted to form disorganized LC textures of short, fat black
lines as viewed between crossed polarizers. Figure 26a, the "H"
polymer at 240°C, resembles images obtained by other workers for rigid
nematic copolyesters and referred to as a worm texture^ 63 ) or con-
tinuous Schlieren texture.
(
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) Changing the angle between the
polarizer and analyzer does not affect the overall transmitted inten-
sity of the image, because the length scale of orientational order is
very smal 1
.
The "D" polymer, reported non-liquid crystalline by Zhou, did in
fact exhibit LC optical textures over a narrow temperature range.
Figure 26b, another example of the continuous Schlieren texture, was
taken at 87°C, very near the melting point. Since the clearing tem-
perature occurs at about 92°C, the LC state of "D" is easily missed in
Figure 26. Optical micrographs of molten TLCP polymers
viewed between crossed polarizers,
(a) Continuous Schlieren texture of "H"
at 240°; (b) Continuous Schlieren texture
of "D" at 37°; (c) "D" melt after shearing
with cover slip (92°).
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a standard 10°/minute heating rate experiment. Gentle oscillatory
shearing of the melt was attempted by displacing the cover slip. A
mobile texture resulted, but a minute or so after the cessation of
shear the image stabilized and could be photographed. At 90°C , the
sheared "D" polymer exhibits a subtle banding (Figure 26c) comparable
to the banding observed by Viney and coworkers for sheared TLC copo-
lyesters. The Schlieren texture is less continuous than before
shearing, and a number of dark lines up to 20 y m long may represent
inversion wal 1 s.
Shearing of the molten "Me" polymer between the cover slip and
glass slide produces easily recognizable bands up to 5 M m in width and
100 M m in length (Figure 27). The alternation of the molecular direc-
tor from one band to the next is consistent with the intensity changes
observed on uncrossing the polarizers to the 45° position (Figure 27b).
A branching of the bands also occurs. A single band is abruptly
divided into three apparent regions or daughter bands, with the two
outer bands maintaining the original orientation of the band and the
central band displaying an opposite molecular orientation, almost as if
a wedge of material aligned in a perpendicular direction in the plane
had been inserted into the original band.
Annealing the molten "Me" polymer after shearing at temperatures
just above the melting point produced little change. However, an "H"
polymer sample sheared and "aged" in the melt state at 240°C for one
hour (Figure 28) developed a distinctly coarsened texture and puckered
boundaries reminiscent of some of the fan-shaped textures reported for
Figure 27. Optical micrographs of molten "Me" polymer
sheared with cover slip, (a) Crossed
polarizers; (b) Polarizers at 45°.
Figure 23. Cross-polarized optical micrograph of "H"
polymer sheared with coverslip and aged
melt state 1 hour. Note zig-zag lines
(arrowed )
.
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small molecule smectic LC phases. (33) Short alternating bands of
contrast are visible but are placed at about 45° to the gross elongated
domain structure evident in the center of the micrographs.
It is concluded that observation of undeformed molten TLCP
samples is insufficient to make any distinction between the phenylene
bisterephthalate polymers aside from the respective temperature ranges
of mesophase stability. On shear deformation, "Me" and "H" form
distinct bands. In "D", bands are discernible but less prominent,
possibly due to rapid relaxation of the texture. On short-term aging
of the molten sheared samples, the texture of "H" changes appreciably
and develops smectic-1 i ke domain regions with wrinkled boundaries.
Optical Microscopy: Quenched Oriented State
Attempts to prepare specimens for optical microscopy by melt-
spreading uncovered a limitation of the technique: it only consistently
produces orientation in fairly thin TLC polymer films. Thick (<10u m)
films were prepared by spreading much larger than usual quantities of
the polymer on phosphoric acid. In the quenched oriented state at room
temperature, the thick films exhibited a disorganized nematic line tex-
ture. The most interesting optical microscopy specimens were from
batches of film intended for TEM experiments but somewhat thicker than
usual. Figure 29a, photographed using crossed polarizers, is from such
an unintentionally thick "Me" film. Alternating bands of contrast an
average of 1 urn wide are prominent in the image. The bands extend 5 to
10 ym in length before they are interrupted by thick black transverse
lines. In an image of a somewhat thicker "Me" specimen prepared by
Figure 29. Cross-polarized optical images of quenched
oriented "Me" polymer prepared on hot
phosphoric acid, (a) Copper mesh substrate;
(b) Glass substrate.
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melt spreading (Figure 29b), the bands are thicker (.5 M m) and
interrupted by many transverse bands such that a latticing or "cherry
Pie crust" arrangement of bands is apparent. The flow field used to
generate the thick specimen may be responsible for the unusual banded
texture; however, it is recalled that Donald and coworkers*™) observed
not only bands but upon annealing veins of contrast perpendicular to
the original bands in samples oriented using a unidirectional shear
deformation. The apparent banding in perpendicular directions in
Figure 29b may represent peculiarities of the molecular organization
and relaxation rather than idiosyncrasies of the flow on phosphoric
acid.
A Zeiss universal tilting stage was used with matched refractive
index lens immersion oil to assess the molecular director route on
passing from one band to the next. Lack of substantial contrast
changes in a series of micrographs taken at various tilt angles (Figure
30) with the tilt axis parallel to the length of the bands points to
in-plane orientation of the molecules, in contrast to the observations
of Donald( 7t> ) for "developed domains" in rigid TLC copolymers, which
exhibited opposite tilts out of the specimen plane on either side of a
wal 1
.
Melt spread samples subjected to annealing treatments below Tm in
the optical microscope hot stage did not undergo substantial morpholo-
gical rearrangement. The role of the glass substrate in anchoring the
molecules to the surface is probably the controlling factor inhibiting
change.
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Quenched Oriented State
Unannealed, substrate-free thin specimens (<600A) of the pheny-
lene bi sterephthalate polyesters yielded virtually featureless bright
field (BF) images. In Figure 31, a BF/equatori al dark field (DF) image
of a quenched "H" film, the only feature visible in the BF image is a
piece of dirt. However, the DF image displays alternating bands of
contrast 0.5 to 1.0 M m wide and several microns long. The image pair,
together with SAD evidence that two distinct orientations were often
present within 8 y m diameter or larger areas demonstrate that the
banding is caused by an alternation of the chain direction. The thin
quenched LC films appear homogeneous (i.e. contain no density, com-
postion, or thickness variations capable of producing BF contrast).
Part, but not all, of the equatorial scattered intensity must be
exploited in order to observe the bands. On tilting about an axis
parallel or perpendicular to the band interfaces in the image, the DF
image does not change appreciably; however, the need to refocus after
each tilt impedes the data collection.
In thicker (>1000A) quenched specimens, the interface between
bands is clearly visible in BF images as light lines cutting through
the surrounding homogeneous material (Figure 32). Since mass thickness
contrast is the apparent mechanism, a local decrease in specimen den-
sity or thickness at the band boundaries must occur, possibly due to a
segregation at chain ends, hairpin defects, or impurities.
Fiqure 31. Bright field (a) and equatorial dark field
(b) TEM image pair of quenched "H" polymer
Figure 32. Bright field TEM image of thick (>1000A
)
quenched "H" polymer specimen.
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Whether to classify the boundaries between bands as walls depends
on the classification of the boundaries as continuous versus singular.
Clearly a sharp, sawtoothed change in the molecular trajectory across
the bands would define a two dimensional singularity, and not a con-
tinuous wall. To determine whether the light boundaries have any of
the features of continuous walls, a BF image tilt series was performed
using a JEOL tilt/rotate specimen holder to align the average direction
of the boundary parallel to the tilt axis. If molecules locally tilt
out of the specimen plane to accomplish the orientation change between
adjacent bands, as in Bloch walls, then contrast changes are expected
in BF images with specimen tilt as different regions become more nearly
homeotropic (molecular axis parallel to the beam). If no contrast
changes are evident on tilting, rotation of the molecular director
about an axis perpendicular to the plane (Neel walls, for a rotation of
tt) are still a possibility. Figure 33 shows BF images taken at 35°,
45°, and 55° specimen tilt angles. The constant positions of the band
boundaries in different projections support the observation from opti-
cal microscopy that molecular orientation on crossing from one band to
the next remains approximately parallel to the plane of the specimen.
However, the resolution of the images is insufficient to determine
whether continuous Neel walls or discontinuous surfaces constitute the
boundaries between bands.
Some recurring features in BF TEM images of the quenched "Me" and
"H" films prepared on H 3 P0 1+ include a tendency for the band thickness
to alternate thick/thin and a splitting of band boundaries, in which
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adjacent boundaries each split into two-pronged forks (Figures 32 and
33). Each fork nests one prong in the gap between the prongs of the
other fork. The arrangement of discontinuities of the boundaries
resembles an edge dislocation, but the material contained in the bands
is continuous across the fork. In semi crystal 1 i ne samples, this
splitting and effective interdigitation of boundaries produces a
characteristic bridge between two bands of similar orientation
separated by a band of opposite molecular orientation (Figure 44).
As in the optical micrographs, the TEM images of quenched
oriented samples sometimes show the interruption of the banded struc-
ture by transverse buckling. Figure 34, an equatorial DF image of the
quenched "H" polymer, displays not only 1 p m bands but also boundaries
across those bands at an interval of 2-5 M m.
Since banding has only been reported for nematic polymers in the
thermotropic category, it was informative to test the azoxybenzene
copolymer MMA*/DDA-8 supplied by Blumstein et al.,( 53 ) which purpor-
tedly displays cholesteric mesomorphism due to the incorporation of
chiral methyl adi pic acid units. As shown in Figure 35, the MMA*/D0A-8
prepared on phosphoric acid clearly shows 1 pin alternating bands of
contrast, with slight crystal 1 inity attributable to slow quenching and
partial degradiation of the polymer during sample preparation.
The "D" polymer prepared by melt spreading on phosphoric acid
showed a faint periodic structure in equatorial DF images (Figure 36)
but not in BF. The texture is rather ill-defined compared to the
banding in "Me" and "H". Since banding has never been reported for
Figure 34. Equatorial dark field TEM image of "H"
polymer quenched from the melt.
no
Figure 35. Bright field (top)/equatori al dark field
TEM image pair of MMA*/DDA-8 copolymer
prepared by solution spreading on
phosphoric acid.
Ill
Figure 36. Equatorial dark field TEM image of
fine-scale banding in "D" polymer prepared
by melt spreading on phsophoric acid.
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smectic polymers, it is possible to infer from optical and TEM images
that the "D" polymer possesses different relaxation mechanisms than the
purportedly nematic "Me" and "H" polymers. No conclusive proof that
banding never occurs in the "D" polymer can be offered.
Semi crystal 1 ine Morphology
Crystalline lamellae were obtained by annealing the "Me" and "H"
polymers at temperatures 5°C or more below their respective melting
points, but due to the bulky side groups, the "D" polymer did not
crystal 1 i ze.
The "Me" polymer, which is soluble in dichloromethane, could in
general be prepared as a much thinner film by spreading a 0.5% polymer
solution on phosphoric acid than "H", which could only be melt spread.
The unusual length (up to 10 microns) and perfection of lamellae
obtained on annealing the TLC polyesters are best exemplified by the
"Me" specimens prepared from solution.
A focus/defocus BF image pair (Figure 37) from a "Me" sample pre-
pared on 180° H 3 P04 , gradually cooled, and annealed 24
hours at 144°C
illustrates the considerable mass thickness and diffraction contrast at
focus and the enhancement of the image contrast due to phase contrast
with underfocus of the objective lens. BF images were usually pho-
tographed using a comparable defocus (aZ = - 34y m) to optimize
contrast. The image contrast (dark crystals and lighter frozen LC
regions) remains after the crystal 1 i ni ty is destroyed by the electron
beam, but crosslinking immobilizes the specimen such that no
changes
occur on further annealing. For both "Me" and "H" specimens,
a com-
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parison of images with SAD patterns establishes the c* axis and chain
direction as perpendicular to the lamellae, as indicated by the arrow
in Figure 37b.
Preparation of "Me" samples from solution allows thin films to be
formed below the equilibrium melting temperature. A "Me" sample spread
on 150° acid (Tm of "Me" = 154°) and subjected to the identical
annealing treatment as Figure 37 displays wavy, approximately sinu-
soidal lamellae (Figure 38). Thick dark lines running across the
lamellae at 1 to 2 um intervals are reminiscent of the band boundaries
in unannealed thick "Me" films, only opposite in contrast. Since the
evaporation of solvent occurs more slowly on phosphoric acid at 150°
than the usual temperature (180°), one can observe the motion of the
front of evaporating solvent during film formation. The thick, dark
apparent boundaries are due to variations in film thickness which are
produced by the evaporation process. The molecular director trajectory
implied by the wavy lamellae will be discussed in Chapter VI. Despite
the apparent depth of field and topography of Figure 38, TEM obser-
vations of similar films shadowed at an angle and scanning EM performed
using the STEM unit did not reveal out-of-plane buckling of the speci-
mens.
A high resolution DF image of an annealed solution cast "Me" film
displays diffracting crystalline regions up to 2 pm long (Figure 39).
Three levels of contrast are discernible. The crystals in the Bragg
condition diffract intensity into the region of the diffraction pattern
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Figure 39. Equatorial dark field TEM imaye of "Me"
specimen prepared by solution spreading
on phosphoric acid, gradual cooling,
and annealing 90 minutes at 148°.
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sampled by the objective aperture and appear bright, the scattering
into the aperture from the frozen oriented LC phase has an intermediate
level of image intensity, and the crystals out of the Bragg condition
appear dark. The assignment of contrast levels has been confirmed by
comparing BF and DF images from the same region. Occasionally
diffracting crystals appear to line up with regions of intermediate
contrast in DF images, but this can be attributed to a slight defocus
of the objective lens, which shifts the diffracted electrons in the
image.
CHAPTER V
RESULTS: TEXTURES AND DEFECTS
Assuming that the growth of lamellae from frozen LC samples
occurs without significant molecular reorientation, the lamellar tra-
jectories provide a high resolution map of the molecular director field
(subject to a rotation of 90°). This effective "lamellar decoration"
allows the observation of isolated molecular director defects and the
determination of the molecular director trajectory across the bands at
a level of resolution comparable to the lamellar thickness. (That the
lamellae develop without substantial molecular reorganization is
demonstrated by annealing studies which identify the specific con-
ditions (annealing time and temperature) required for rearrangement.)
Pi scli nations Revealed by Lamellae
In the gradually cooled "Me" specimens prepared from solution,
both straight and gradually curved lamellae are observed. Samples of
"Me" and "H" prepared by melting solid polymer on phosphoric acid,
quenching in water, and annealing below Tm are presumably more nearly
representative of the LC melt state than solution cast, gradually
cooled samples. Characteristic singularities in the arrangement of
lamellae are seen in annealed specimens prepared by melt spreading that
were not seen in solution cast samples.
Figure 40a is a BF TEM image of "H" annealed at 200°C displaying
curved lamellae surrounding a light spot. The lamellar arrangement
118
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is strikingly similar to the threefold symmetric molecular director
field surrounding a disclination of strength S = - I predicted by Frank
(Figure 6, Chapter II). The S = - ± defect is frequently paired with
another lamellar defect which is less obvious to the eye, but which on
close inspection proves to resemble the S = + - director field. The
2
pairs of positive and negative disclinations can be "glued" in various
ways (Figures 40b-d), each of which implies a different molecular
director field separating the defects. The set of lines perpendicular
to the lamellae describe the director field between the positive and
negative disclinations as a broad wall in Figure 39b and as straight
lines in 39c and d. With many exceptions, a typical distance between
defects of opposite sign is 1 pm. The potential for annihilation of
the defect pair is illustrated by Figure 41a. If the disclinations
approach one another in the LC melt state and recombine, the lamellae
which grow in that region after quenching will be oriented in a direc-
tion perpendicular to the line which had previously connected the two
defects. The actual disclination lines run perpendicular to the plane
of the specimen, as illustrated in Figure 41b. The arrangement of
lamellae provides an end-on view of the disclinations; these projec-
tions are in contrast to the optical micrographs, which did not depict
clear brush textures of disclinations perpendicular to the glass sur-
face, even for thin specimens. The higher viscosity of LC polymers
compared to small molecules inhibits the organization of molecules into
classic Schlieren textures over length scales observable by optical
microscopy. The TEM micrographs depict disclinations in lamellae as a
Figure 40. Isolated (a) and paired (b-d) singularities
in bright field TEM images of lamellae
in "H" specimens annealed at 204°.
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Figure 41. Bright field TEM images of S = t l/2 disclina-
tion pairs in lamellar trajectories of "H"
specimens annealed at 204°. (a) Inset showing
molecular director trajectories associated with
S s I 1/2 disclination lines; (b) Inset showing
disclination lines between the surfaces of the
specimen.
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consequence of molecular director disci inations frozen-in from the
melt state. Only disci inations of strength |1| are seen, which is
consistent with a mesophase identity of nematic or smectic A but not
smectic C.
The core regions of the positive and negative disclinations are
surprisingly different. Since / varies with according to the
continuum theory/ 20 ) disclinations of equal but opposite sign are
expected to have identical radii. The S = + 1 cores seem densely
packed with material and have radii that are difficult to measure
objectively. The S = -
^
cores are bright in BF images, probably due
to local thinning of the film, and have well-defined radii (usually
150A or less). Possible causes for thinning at the center of S = - -
2
disclinations include the segregation of chain ends and impurities.
The disclinations display a tendency to form diamond shaped
"arrays" of two + and two - - defects (Figure 42a). The boun-
daries of the diamond, defined by lines of light contrast connecting
the disclinations, mark a sharp turn in the direction of the lamellae.
The different lamellar orientation within the diamond region compared
to its surroundings suggests that such a disci ination array serves to
define an effective domain structure; this description will be
discussed with reference to rheological models in Chapter VI. A sche-
matic drawing of the arrangement of lamellae in the "foursome" (Figure
41b), shows that the S = — disclination cores are generally closer
together than the S = + cores.
Figure 42c-h is a montage of more complex arrangements of
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(a) (b)
Figure 42 Bright field TEM images
of lamellae in annealed
«H" specimens, (a) Diamond shaped
region
defined by two S = * V2 and two S -
-1/2
disclinations; (b) Schematic of (a); (c)
Row of "foursomes" in a specimen
quenched in
water at 0°; (d), (e) Spec imens
quenched i
n
water at ambient temperature; (f-h)
Variations
of the groupings of "disclinations
in specimens
quenched in water at 0°.
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disclinations. A fairly straight row of "foursomes" is evident in 42c,
while 42d and e display the beginnings of several rows staggered with
respect to one another. In these images, it appears that each disclin-
ation would have to participate in more than one "foursome" in order for
the diamonds to be space-filling. In Figure 42f, at least four of each
type of disclination have polygonal ized to form a closed region of
lamellar orientation. The S = + - defects become increasingly dif-
ficult to identify as the number of disclinations involved in an
arrangement increases. An incomplete polygon, or a pair of rows of
alternating positive and negative disclinations (suggesting their
mutual attraction), is evident in Figure 42g. Incomplete, 3-sided
"boxes" are present in Figure 42h. Groupings of more than four discli-
nations are generally seen in specimens prepared by quenching the
molten polymer in ice water (Figures 42c, f, g, and h), which may
freeze in a defect population more closely representing the melt state
than quenches in room temperature water.
Bands: An Annealing Study
The banded texture caused by the alternation of the molecular
director is plainly visible in BF images of annealed "H" and "Me" spe-
cimens as an alternation in the orientation of the lamellae. Since
there is no inclination of the chains in the lamellae, the local mole-
cular director is identical to the lamellar normal; as in images of
disclinations, the lamellar decoration of the banded texture reveals
the molecular director trajectory at a resolution comparable to the
crystal thickness (-250A). The lamellae are sometimes, but not always,
126
continuous from one band to the next, and the light contrast at the
band boundaries seen in unannealed specimens (e.g. Figures 32, 33) is
retained in the images of semicrystal 1 i ne samples. Two distinct cate-
gories of bands are immediately recognizable. In some bands, fairly
straight lamellae seem to turn abruptly at interfaces between bands to
define a zig-zag or sawtoothed path, while in other bands, curvature of
the lamellae in the vicinity of band boundaries produces a cusp-like
lamellar trajectory. Possible explanations of these apparently discon-
tinuous lamellar trajectories in terms of molecular director curvature
are discussed in Chapter VI.
Annealing conditions directly affect the type of lamellae
observed in the bands, with lower temperatures (Tm - Ta nneal > 20 °)
favoring the sawtoothed lamellae and higher temperatures and longer
annealing times (> 1/2 hour) favoring a mixture of sawtoothed and
cusplike lamellae in different regions of the same image. An annealing
study of an "H" polymer sample consisting of BF images of different
grid squares taken at room temperature after 40 minute intervals at
220°C (Figures 43-45) reveals the apparent transformation of bands of
predominantly sawtoothed lamellae to cusplike lamellae. An eventual
relaxation of the band boundaries, visible in several stages in Figure
44, is marked by the appearance of S = ± | disclination pairs in the
transforming interface. Since the disclination pairs are oriented
favorably for annihilation, a mechanism of band boundary transformation
mediated by the nucleation and annihilation of defects is possible.
Although a residual line of light contrast marks the apparent location
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of previous boundaries (Figure 44, left), there is no longer an alter-
nation of the lamellar (and hence molecular) director in the trans-
formed region. The final micrograph of the series (Figure 45) shows
the complete eradication of the banded structure, with only the per-
sistence of a few regions containing di scl i nations preventing the
system from reaching what would appear to be the equilibrium (at 220°C)
structure: a monodomain.
In addition to the metamorphosis of the banded structure, Figures
43-45 reveal a wealth of other microstructural detail, as indicated by
letters A-F. Region A in Figure 43 is densely populated by S = ± -
2
disclinations, including several "foursomes" which interrupt the banded
structure; there is no overlap between the bands and the "foursomes"
Feature B is transverse band of cusp-like lamellae which cuts across
the general direction of the other bands in the image. Similar
interruption of bands is also seen in unannealed specimens by optical
microscopy (Figure 29a) and TEM (Figure 34). The band C which is
interrupted by band B suffers a lateral offset, suggesting the
occurrence of compressive buckling in the LC melt state. Image 44
displays a thin "sub-band" or bridge connecting opposite edges of a
much thicker band. The bridge (D) is highly visible due to the orien-
tation of lamellae within, which is at about 90° to the lamellae con-
tained in the thick band. This feature can be associated with the
interdigitated two-pronged forks imaged in unannealed "Me" and "H"
(Figures 32, 33). Region E shows a compounding or branching of the
boundaries, also seen by optical microscopy (Figure 27). The apparent
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reduction of the value of one wavelength (width of two bands) of the
cusplike lamellae between points E' and E\ taken with the concept of
banding as a buckling phenomenon, might be construed as evidence that
portions of the material obey a higher order harmonic solution to a
general bending equation.
In region F of Figure 45, a 10 ym long lamella resembling the
long, unusually perfect lamellae image in very thin "Me" specimens is
prominent. Since the "H" sample is unusually thin for a melt-spread
specimen, the conclusion can be made that film thickness alone - not
the mobility conferred on the molecules by a trace of solvent - is the
controlling factor determining the length and perfection of lamellae.
In spite of the fact that no disclinations have been imaged in the
solution spread annealed samples, the growth of an individual crystal
is believed identical in melt spread and solution cast specimens of
equal thickness. Since crystallization to long lamellae requires
segmental registration of chains over relatively long distances, the
lamellae are considered strong circumstantial evidence for smectic
order in the frozen LC precursor state.
Relationship Between Banding and Disclinations
In this section a model is proposed for the arrangement of
lamellae in the banded texture at some intermediate point in the
annealing process. If the apparent tilt boundaries between bands are
represented as rows of alternating + tt and - tt disclinations in the
lamellae and the rows are arranged in an alternating sense (Figure
46a), a periodic molecular director trajectory is obtained. Given tii
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and mobility, disci inations of opposite sign will approach one another
and annihilate to produce a director field of constant orientation. In
Figure 46b, possible sets of two positive and two negative neigh-
boring disclinations are indicated. Although the centers of the two
S = + | disclinations are not connected as in the "foursome" of
disclinations discussed earlier (Figures 42a, b), some of the features
of Figure 46b are evident in images. If the disclinations are allowed
to participate in only one "foursome", arrangements are possible in
which only alternate bands contain foursomes this feature is compatible
with TEM images of annealed "H" specimens showing a fine structure in
every second band (Figure 47a). The fine structure itself consists of
apparent bands of alternating orientation. The orientation differs by
about 45° between adjacent sub-bands, which could be explained by a
rotation of each foursome. Another image which suggests such a rota-
tion is Figure 47b, in which two S = - - cores appear to line up with
the same, rather than adjacent, band boundaries. Deformation during
rotation could also potentially explain the diamond shape of the
"foursomes" observed in contrast to the rhombus suggested by the sche-
matic.
The schematic (Figure 46b) suggests that lamellae not contained
in a "foursome" are continuous across the bands; this feature is seen
clearly in another TEM image (Figure 47c), which displays a more
advanced degree of deterioration of the band boundaries and the
distorted but recognizable "foursome" surrounded by continuous
1 amel 1 ae.
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Figure 47. Bright field TEM images of annealed "H"
specimens, (a) Fine structure of
sub-bands in every second band;
(b) Enlargement of Fig. 43 showing
two S = - 1/2 cores (arrows) of a
foursome interrupting a band boundary.
(c) Deteriorated band boundaries reveal
isolated sub-bands resembling distorted
foursomes surrounded by continuous lamellae.
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No specific mechanism for the generation of the alternating
disclination pairs is implied in the model, which perhaps limits its
usefulness. Nevertheless, it provides a plausible explanation for the
unusual fine structure in Figures 47a-c and is supported by previous
observations of the tendency for di scl inations to exist in groups of
four.
Deformation of the Banded Structure: A Preliminary Result
Deformation of semi crystal 1 i ne "Me" and "H" specimens containing
bands is questionably relevant to the LC melt state, but since Theolo-
gical models of TLCP have invoked domains and planes of shear between
domains to explain the low viscosity of the LC state, it is instructive
to study the cracks and crazes occuring by chance in solidified TEM
samples for any evidence of the localized weakness expected between
discontinuous domains. The interfaces between bands; for example,
might be misconstrued as domain boundaries, since they segregate
regions of differing lamellar orientation. In fact, Figure 48a, a BF
TEM image, shows a crack which turned by almost 90° as it crossed from
one band to the next. Failure occurs in the weak direction between
molecules in each band; although the strain field cannot be explicitly
known in the present case, the general deformation direction is
approximately parallel to the bands. Stretching in a direction
approximately 45° to the bands (as deduced from the direction of
fibrils spanning the cracks) produces failure in alternate bands only
(Figure 48b), because the orientation within these bands allows
failure to occur between parallel molecules. In the intact bands, the
136
Figure 48. Crazes in TEM bright field images of
annealed "H" polymer. Apparent
deformation directions indicated by
arrows (a) parallel and (b) at 45°
to the bands.
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molecules are approximately parallel to the deformation direction, and
rupture of the film is resisted. The specimen behaves as a "composite"
of weak and strong layers of material.
CHAPTER VI
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Experimental results obtained using different techniques and dif-
ferent specimens of the phenylene bi sterephthal ate polymer series are
compared and contrasted in this chapter. The chain conformation of
rigid/flexible TLCP molecules and its implications for the
semicrystalline state are discussed. The molecular director trajectory
across bands is best evaluated from TEM images of semicrystalline
specimens. Translation of lamellar to molecular trajectories is of
critical importance in evaluating the banded texture and the
"foursomes" of disci inations. The significance of the correspondence
between the foursomes and disordered monodomains proposed in recent
Theological theories of TLCP is discussed.
Mesophase Identification: Diffraction versus Images
The value of multiple approaches to the classification of
mesophase texture in LC polymers is well illustrated by the optical and
TEM images and electron diffraction patterns of the phenylene
bisterephthal ate polyesters. By polarizing optical microscopy, the
molten "Me", "H" and "D" polymers yielded similar images within their
respective LC temperature ranges, displaying nematic textures of
disclination lines. Further annealing in the melt state resulted in an
increasingly smectic-1 i ke texture, but none of the optical textures
were as definitive as those observed for small molecule LC thermotropic
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melts; this is not surprising given the higher viscosity and poly-
dispersity of polymer chains. The similarity of the textures observed
for the molten phenylene bi sterephthal ate polymers contrasts with the
significantly different optical and TEM images and electron diffraction
patterns observed for quenched, oriented films of "Me", "H" and "D".
Optical and dark field TEM images of "Me" and "H" prepared by
spreading on phosphoric acid showed a distinct texture of bands an
average of 1 pm wide and several microns long, while the "D" polymer
displayed smaller, disorganized regions of common orientation (about
0.1 ym wide and 1 ym long). The elastic constants K\ and K 3 for splay
and bend deformations presumably influence the degree to which the
molten polymer films suffer cohesive buckling as the film relaxes. A
weak bend elastic constant would permit the TLC molecules to bend
cooperatively at the spacers over several monomer units to produce sym-
metrical tilt boundaries between bands without discontinuities.
Banding may be a mode of mechanical relaxation exhibited only by nema-
tic polymers, which have a stronger force constant for splay than for
bend deformations. In an aligned smectic A mesophase, which resembles
a liquid along the layer but responds similarly to a solid to forces
normal to the layers, deformation of a film into bands perpendicular to
the original molecular director might be prevented. The banding in the
cholesteric thermotropic polymer MMA*/DDA-8 may involve an "unwinding"
of the cholesteric helix to a nematic phase, as is common for deformed
cholesteric macromolecules such as cellulose derivatives.
The smectic A identity of the "D" polymer is only apparent from
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electron diffraction observations. SAD patterns of "Me" and "H"
display the streak-like layer lines expected for nematic phases, but
with a tendency to fan out with increasing distance from the origin.
The "H" polymer in particular manifests sharp, smectic-like maxima
close to the origin, suggesting a hybrid between nematic and smectic
phases or a small scale nematic/large scale smectic phase with
imperfect axial registration of monomer units between chains. The
annealed molten "H" as seen by optical microscopy developed a wavy
boundary reminiscent of the zig-zag walls seen in fan textures, but no
focal domains or other characteristic features of SMLC smectic A order
over length scales appropriate to optical microscopy. In the
semicrystal 1 ine state as obtained by annealing oriented specimens, unu-
sually long lamellae observed in thin "Me" films suggest registration
between chains over several microns; however such registration could
occur during the crystallization process itself.
No distinction between nematic and smectic A mesomorphism for the
"H" polymer is possible from the analysis of di scl i nations present,
since half integer disci inations are possible in both nematic and smec-
tic A phases.
Although clearly identifiable as smectic, the SAD pattern of
oriented "D" does present a problem in that the d-spacings of the two
spots correspond to a 16A periodicity. Main chain rigid/flexible ther-
motropic polymers classified as smectic generally display layers of a
thickness corresponding to one monomer repeat (32A for "D"). For an
axial ly periodic density distribution in the z direction, the diffrac-
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tion intensity is modulated by a term sip2(NlTcZ ) wnere c is th
sin 2 (ircZ)
period in the z direction, N is the number of periods, and Z is the
reciprocal space coordinate. ( 108) The spacing of maxima corresponds
to the periodicity c, so the "D" molecules presumably form layers of
spacing equal to half of one monomer repeat. Such layers can be pro-
duced by a staggering of molecules, possibly induced by the large decyl
substituent on the center ring of the mesogen (Figure 49a). However,
such arrangements actually define tilted layers (Figure 49b) which are
incompatible with the observed SAD pattern. Staggering caused by
interdigitation of pendant decyl groups on adjacent chains has also
been considered (Figure 49c); however, since the position of the center
of the diffuse maximum in diffraction patterns of "D" is nearly equal
to that of "Me" (s = 0.25A" 1 ), interdigitation of the bulky decyl
groups seems unlikely. Alternatively, an apparent 16A periodicity can
be explained by a systematic absence of every second spot due to a sym-
metry related structure factor cancellation. Molecules with a twofold
screw axis parallel to the chain direction as a consequence of a
transoid arrangement of mesogenic blocks (Figure 49d) would yield (0(H)
diffraction spots only for even values of i. The layer reflections
from "D" molecules packed in 32A layers, yet each having a twofold
screw axis, would therefore correspond to second and fourth orders of a
32A repeat.
Uniaxial and Biaxial Order
Multiple diffuse equatorial scattering peaks for the unsubsti-
143
Figure 49. (a) Space filling molecular model of
15
D" polymer repeat unit with all trans
spacer and substituent conformation;
(b) Schematic of staggered "D !l monomer
units; (c) Schematic of monomer units
with interdigitated substituents; (d)
Rigid/flexible chain with a twofold
screw axis.
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tuted polymer in the frozen 1 iquid-crystal 1 ine state indicate biaxial
chain orientation (i.e. chain axis aligned and in the sample plane and
a second axis at right angles to the chain axis also aligned in the
film plane). Biaxiality of both the methyl
-substituted and unsubsti-
tuted polymer is evidenced by the single-crystal-like texture of the
semicrystalline state formed by annealing the slowly cooled frozen
liquid-crystalline state. The layer-line spacings show both polymers
to have a highly extended chain conformation in the frozen liquid-
crystalline and crystalline states.
An apparent uniaxial nematic state of the "Me" polymer is
observed by rapid quenching followed by annealing to a crystalline
fiber texture, which points to the existence of a high temperature
uniaxial LC phase and a lower temperature biaxial regime.
Alternatively, one could argue for texturing by crystallization itself
with the fast-crystal growth direction being restricted to the plane of
the film. For the "Me" and "H" polymers, the distinction between
uniaxial and biaxial states is more conclusive and arguably more useful
than the distinction between nematic and smectic mesomorphi sm. The
regime effectively frozen in during sample preparation is the only form
exhibited in a particular sample; it was not possible to convert the
uniaxial LC thin films to the biaxial state by annealing in the LC melt
state, even though such transformations are expected to occur in bulk
samples. The difficulty of comparing ultrathin films to the bulk is a
recurring problem in TEM studies of TLCP materials. The biaxial LC
state may be stabilized by the surface constraints imposed in TEM
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samples in comparison to the temperature range of the biaxial phase
observed in thick specimens on glass substrates. From optical
microscopy, Kleman( 20 ) has apparently concluded that increasingly long
spacers would favor the uniaxial LC state with respect to a biaxial
state due to a broader temperature range of rotational freedom about
the major axis. However, the present sample preparation technique for
TEM clearly permits the observation of biaxial LC order by electron
diffraction in TLC polyesters with decamethylene spacers.
Biaxial nematic packing has subtle consequences for di scl i nations
of strength
| |
.
Of the three types of half-integer di scl i nati ons
which may occur due to singularities in two different director fields,
the disci inations imaged in the present study presumably represent
defects in both the long molecular director identified with the chain
axis and the orthogonal short director, because the lamellae are known
to exhibit double texture of the _a and £ axes of the unit cell in the
specimen plane. Identification of the biaxial nematic texture through
observation of the crossing and subsequent entanglement of S = ± -
2
disclination lines belonging to different classes is possible in thick
molten films, (^0) but not in a quenched thin film with non-interacting
disclination lines perpendicular to the sample plane.
As demonstrated by rapidly and gradually cooled "Me" specimens,
uniaxial versus biaxial LC order cannot always be distinguished from
SAD patterns with a single equatorial maximum. The failure of the "D"
polymer to crystallize is unfortunate because texture of chain axes is
more clearly revealed in the semicrystal 1 ine state, and also because
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lameallae grown from a smectic A polymer would presumably correspond to
the trajectories of the layers, enabling detailed investigation of the
more complex smectic defect structures at a resolution matched only by
TEM studies of surface replicas.
Diffraction from Rigid/Flexible versus Rigid TLC Polyesters
Quite different diffraction problems are posed by the
rigid/flexible TLC polymers in comparison to rigid copolyesters of aro-
matic carboxylic acids, because although the projected length of the
decamethylene spacer is variable according to its conformation, there
is a strict alternation of rigid and flexible units and no question of
sequence distribution. In the quenched LC state, the phenylene
bisterephthalate polyesters display a nearly fully extended chain con-
formation, but the molecular transform maxima of "Me" and "H" fade
rapidly in intensity in the 2e direction of SAD patterns. The
broadening of successive meridional maxima is expected for
paracrystal 1 i ne disorder due to a distribution of spacer lengths.
However, the resolution of meridional microdensitometer scans of
electron diffraction patterns is insufficient for the determination of
relative peak widths, in part due to ambiguities associated with
background subtraction. WAXD di ff Tactometer scans along the meridian
of oriented fibers have been used by Blackwell for analyses of como-
nomer sequences in rigid TLC copolyesters and such an approach would
presumably prove adequate for treating the spacer length distribution
problem in rigid/flexible TLCP if sufficient material were made.
Moreover, the distribution of spacer conformations in the LC melt state
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is probably of greater interest than the distribution in a quenched
state, and the molecular transform maxima vanish in SAD patterns of
"Me" and "H" samples heated in situ to the melt state in the electron
microscope.
Chain Conformation of Rigid/Flexible Macromolecules
The nearly fully extended chain conformation inferred from layer
line spacings is not incompatible with the existence of hairpin bends
of spacer units. The two popular models of lamellar morphology for
semi-crystalline polymer molecules are the folded chain and fringed
micelle. Avoiding the question of the precise type of folding and
nature of the crystal
-1 iquid-crystal interface, two possible schematics
reflecting the key features of the respective models of rigid/flexible
TLCP are shown in Figure 50. The i nterl amel 1 ar regions are depicted as
a residual metastable liquid-crystalline (disordered smectic) phase,
unable to crystallize owing to the aggregation of entanglements and
chain ends rejected from crystallization of the adjacent regions. In
the folded chain model, hairpin bends within some of the molecules
define a fold surface at the crystal boundaries while other molecules
act as tie chains between crystals (Figure 50a).
Chain folding is common in linear polyesters [poly(ethylene
terephthalate) and poly(butylene terephthalate) to name but two], so
polyesters with decamethylene units would be expected to accommodate
folds readily. As drawn, the mesogenic units form layers to permit
favorable polar interactions. The lamellae are shown as 5 monomer
units thick. The "H" and "Me" polymers exhibit lamellar thicknesses
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a)
Figure 50 Schematic models of the semi crystal 1 1 ne
state of alternating rigid/flexible
molecules, (a) Folded chain model;
(b) Fringed micelle model (after Ref 58)
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from 100-450A depending on annealing temperature, time and film
thi ckness
.
The fringed micelle model, Figure 50b, described but not drawn
by Blumstein et al.,< 58 ) presents a conceptual problem in that the
entanglements of molecules in the residual LC phase do not appear suf-
ficiently dense to inhibit large increases in the crystal thickness, as
in conventional flexible polymers. While abrupt bending and chain
folding can be rejected as possibilities for rigid TLC polyesters,
either of the models in Figure 50 are possible descriptions of the
semi crystal line state in rigid/flexible TLC molecules. No definitive
evidence for either model can be offered, but the lack of improvement
in orientation of the LC phase with the formation of the crystalline
phase supports chain folding.
The "lamellar decoration" of molecular director paths observed on
annealing oriented TLCP samples provides an extremely useful contrast
mechanism for direct visualization of the molecular director distribu-
tion over the field of view, permitting detailed assessment of charac-
teristic mesophase texture and defects on a much finer scale than pre-
viously possible with other TLCP materials. As discussed in a sub-
sequent section, the molecular director trajectories across the alter-
nating bands are generally sinusoidal, as was found for rigid TLCP in a
TEM microdiffration mapping experiment^ at somewhat lower resolu-
tion. Thicker specimens of the phenylene bi sterephthalate polyesters
appropriate for optical microscopy did not display significant contrast
changes on tilting, which points to in-plane director orientation, but
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Viney and coworkers suspected an out-of-plane component in the molecu-
lar trajectory of melt sheared B-ET samples with bands.
(
68 ) Specimen
thickness and the presence of a substrate such as a glass slide appear
to strongly influence the observed morphology for both rigid/flexible
and rigid TLC polymers. The dramatic rearrangements of band boundaries
observed on annealing TEM specimens of "H" and "Me" are not evident in
similar hot stage optical microscopy experiments on thicker specimens
on glass substrates. Similarly, the walls separating regions of dif-
ferent out-of-plane molecular tilt observed by TEM by Donald and
coworkers in the rigid copolyesters were not seen by optical
microscopy. » 77-79)
The main chain rigid TLC copolyesters generally do not develop
substantial crystal 1 inity on annealing, although very small crystalli-
tes or axial ly registered regions of similar sequence on adjacent
chains have been imaged in B/N polymers by dark field TEM.( 83 ' 84 ) The
greater crystal 1 inity in the rigid/flexible polyesters and the simi-
larity of the observed lamellae to lamellae in melt crystallized con-
ventional flexible polymers points to a chain-folded semi crystal 1 i ne
state.
The Banded Texture
A relevant question is whether to classify the banded mesophase
texture observed as an intrinsic domain structure or an apparent domain
structure resulting from the microstructuring of a liquid-crystalline
medium with continuous molecular director distribution by mechanical
deformation and interaction of defects. On the whole, evidence favors
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the latter point of view.
The model of the annealed banded texture as an alternating array
of disclination pairs (Figure 46, Chapter V) provides a mechanism for
the annihilation of the bands. An analogy of sorts to the polygonali-
zation of dislocation defects to form grain boundaries in metals is
appropriate. Assuming the disclinations are present in the melt state
with no particular ori gani zati on , the buckling which produces the
banding may introduce local tensile and compressive stresses in the
thin film which are minimized by the polygonal i zation of disclinations
to form effective tilt boundaries of both positive and negative discli-
nations. This view of banding requires the disclinations to be present
in the boundaries from the onset of banding. Disclinations are not
visible in TEM images of the boundaries until a high temperature
annealing treatment is imposed, which may suggest that the disclination
line separation is initially too fine to be imaged by TEM, but that
many S = ± j pairs annihilate during annealing. Alternatively, the
nucleation of disclination pairs could occur at the band boundaries
during a late stage of annealing.
The characteristics of the boundaries between bands and the long
range alternation of the molecular direction can be explained by con -
tinuous molecular director trajectories. Sir Charles Frank, who
suggested the term confluence lines to describe the cusp-like boun-
daries between bands, pointed out that the apparent molecular director
discontinuities between bands decorated by crystalline lamellae are a
mathematical artifact.^ 10 ) Examples of translational ly parallel mole-
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cular director trajectories (congruent curves shifted by constant
distances in a uniform direction) which have lines of confluence in
their orthogonal trajectories were proposed by Frank to simulate
features in published TEM images of the annealed "H" polymer. (
I
11 ) The
orthogonal trajectory corresponds to the ideal lamellar trajectory
(for long lamellae) expected on freezing and crystallizing molecules
with a given field of directors.
The instructive examples of director and orthogonal trajectory
fields devised by Frank and communicated through letters and conver-
sations at the Faraday Discussion on Liquid Crystal Polymers
(Cambridge, 1985) are listed below. In each example the slope
dx
of the molecular director yp is calculated; the inverse of
dyp dy G
^jj- is the slope
-
— of the orthogonal trajectory y G . The
orthogonal trajectory yG is found by integrating dyG . Fortran IV
routines were written to calculate the curves on a DEC 1134A computer
for plotting (Appendix B).
Example 1 . A sinusoidally wrinkled director field
yp = a coskx + p
where the value of p is varied to produce parallel shifts of the curve
in the y direction, has an orthogonal trajectory
y G = ( 1/ak
2 )jin tan ^
Figure 50a, a plot of yp and yG , shows the logarithmic singularities in
dye
y G at the extrema of yp, where the slope
—
- is zero. The wishbone
dx
shape of the orthogonal trajectory is strikingly similar to the path of
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"cusp-like" lamellae in a TEM image (Figure 52a).
Exampje_2. Alternately wide and narrow bands, which were observed in
both optical and TEM images, are produced by adding a linear term bx to
the director field of Example 1:
yp = a coskx + bx + p
y G = (a2k2-b2)-V2 ^
x ak
ta n J
- -5- + ( a2k2/b2 -i)l/2
tan ^ - ^ -(a 2 k2/b2-i)V2
2 b
as plotted in Figure 51b.
Example 3. A single band, such as feature B in Figure 42 (Chapter V)
can be generated with
y F = b arctan(-S-) - cx + p
a
(c <^)
_ x ab
2c2(ab/c-a 2 )V2
Jin
(ab/c-a 2 )V2 + x
(ab/c-a 2 )V2 _ x
An isolated pair of confluence lines is obtained (Figure 51c). By
appropriate choice of the parameters a, b and c, the loci of strong
curvature in the molecular director field can be resticted to a small
scale relative to the width of a band, so any degree of sharpness can
be produced with mathematically smooth molecular director curves.
Experimental determination of the boundary sharpness is limited to a
resolution of about 250A by the inherent size of the lamellae, but
clearly the bands referred to in Chapter V as containing sawtoothed
lamellae can be represented by a series of the kink bands described in
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(a)
(b)
Figure 51. Confluent orthogonal trajectories to
translational ly parallel fields of
curvature as given by F.C. Frank examples
(a) 1; (b) 2; (c) 3; (d) 4.
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Example 3 (see Figure 52a).
EXamRle 4 > A Single influence line on the y axis is generated by a
field of hyperbolae (Figure 51d):
y F = b(a2/ b2 + x2)l/2 + p . (positive poot)
yG = -(a* + x2/ b2)l/2 +(^_) ln
b 2
a /b + (a 2 /b2 + X2)V2
x
Examples 3 and 4 seem particularly representative of the
confluence lines which occasionally cut across the banded structure
(e.g. region B in Figure 43).
In all four of Frank's examples, the director trajectories are
translationally parallel rather than equidistantly parallel (constant
distance between any two curves). The vector p joining points of equal
slope on translationally parallel curves is constant, and confluence
lines occur where tangent vectors t to the director field have values
such that £«t = 0. Equidistantly parallel fields of curvature satisfy
£"1 = 0 everywhere and have no confluence lines.
As first pointed out by Frank, translational parallelism is not
strictly obeyed over entire TEM images, but is an approximate rule
governing the texture. Drawing orthogonal trajectories to lamellae on
images (Figure 53) and comparing starting and ending points of approxi-
mately parallel curves, slight splay, or a combination of blend and
splay, is evident. Frank has also pointed out that the confluence
lines do not always bisect the angles between the director trajectories
as they change on crossing from one band to the next. Neighboring
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Figure 53. Enlargement of Fig. 43 with lines
perpendicular to lamellae to represent
molecular director trajectories.
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on
molecular director trajectories are generally farthest apart
confluence lines and closest together outside the narrow bands, which
points to less highly drawn material in the interior of the band than
in the surroundings. Non-uniformity of drawing due to local variations
in stress is likely in the TLC polyesters; the least highly drawn
material at the confluence lines probably contains hairpin bends of
flexible spacers and chain ends.
The orthogonality relationship between yF and y G is recursive, so
an image of sinusoidally curved lamellae in "Me" (Figure 52c) can be
treated by interchanging the roles of the director field and orthogonal
trajectory in Example 1. Sinusoidal lamellae must have confluences in
the underlying molecular director field. Since similar sinusoidal
lamellae were not observed in specimens quenched from the melt state,
and the "Me" specimen in question could only be prepared by solution
casting below Tm , it may be inferred that confluent molecular director
fields are unstable in the melt state.
The above mathematical descriptions of continuous molecular
director fields are useful in explaining the appearance of the bands
during the annealing process. Alternating stretches of intact and
annihilated confluence lines separated by isolated disci inations are
observed in Figure 54a. The lamellar trajectory across portions of
boundaries that have healed (through annihilation of disci inations) is
continuous, with a sinusoidal or hyperbolic shape suggesting confluen-
ces in the underlying molecular director field. The intact boundary
regions are defined by confluent lamellae. An abrupt change from con-
(b)
(c) (d)
Figure 54. Schematics of possible director fields
generated using Frank Example 1. TEM
imaye (a) and schematic (b) of abrupt
change from continuous to confluent
director trajectories; (c) Sine curves
laterally shifted by a half period after
every second curve; (d) Orthogonal trajectory
of (c).
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tinuous to confluent molecular director trajectories in a system of
parallel curves (Figure 54b) produces disci inations at the points of
transition from one type of boundary to the other. Nucleation of
S » ± - pairs may occur at the temperatures used for annealing,
followed by separation of the pairs and motion in opposite directions
along the boundary until annihilation with an opposite defect occurs.
At this stage, Figure 46 may indeed be representative of the boun-
daries, i.e. the alternating arrays of di scl inations may be nucleated
during annealing rather than existing during sample preparation and
subsequently polygonal i zed during cooling and relaxation of the melt.
The ultimate disappearance of the confluence lines on prolonged
annealing points to the confluent molecular director field with con-
tinuous lamellae as the preferred configuration.
Even without changing the shape of the molecular director trajec-
tory in systems of parallel curves, another feature of TEM images can
be approximately reproduced by translation of curves in the x direc-
tion. Figure 54b depicts a family of sine waves laterally shifted by a
half period after every second curve. Large gaps are apparent between
successive curves where the mismatches occur. In Figure 54c, the
orthogonal trajectory field corresponding to 54b, the same gaps have
the shape of symmetrical "tops". Assuming that the sine curves are
shifted at regular intervals, the tops will lie on a diamond lattice.
Since large (~2pm, or the repeat distance of the molecular director
curve) empty regions of space are physically unrealistic in polymer
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films, the tops must contain material. From the shape and arrangement
of the tops in Figure 54c, it is inferred that the "foursomes" of
disci inations observed in TEM images (Figure 42, Chapter V) belong
inside the empty tops. The origination of foursomes from di scl i nations
contained in boundaries (Figure 46) was previously discussed; the
possibility that foursomes are manifestations of shifted molecular
director fields can also be entertained. Using the lamellar trajectory
diagram from Figure 42a to represent each foursome, two types of arrays
can be constructed (Figure 55). The foursomes are arranged in iden-
tical rows in Figure 55a, producing large concentric circles similar to
S = +1 disci inations between rows. None of the TEM images of TLCP have
shown S = +1 defects. Alternatively, the relative stagger of each row
by a half unit places the foursomes on a diamond lattice (Figure 55b).
Wavy lamellae surrounding foursomes as indicated by the schematic have
been experimentally observed (Figure 47b). An interpretation of the
foursomes as a possible domain structure is discussed in the next sec-
tion.
Translational ly parallel fields of curvature are not generally
observed in liquid crystals and must be attributed not only to the spe-
cific values of the elastic constants and viscosities of the TLC poly-
mers but also to the sample preparation by spreading on fluid sub-
strates. Comparison of orthogonal trajectories in Frank's examples to
lamellae in TEM images is thorough proof that the bands are not domains
and that the boundaries between bands are only apparent discontinuities
caused by a mathematical "artifact" (in fact, a logical consequence) of
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the continuous molecular director trajectories.
Banding on a macroscopic level in TLCP samples will not only lead
to deceptively low values in global measurements of orientation but
also exert an impact on mechanical properties. Experience with films
extruded from the lyotropic LCP poly(p-phenylene benzobisthiazole)
(PBT) has indicated that as longitudinal mechanical properties such as
stiffness and the load required to break are improved through judicious
choice of processing vari ables .
(
112
) The banding in the TLCP films
permits non-uniform failure of samples. Catastrophic failure of the
films is prevented when deformation occurs as in Figure 48b such that
cracks propogate only in alternate bands, allowing the remaining bands
to maintain the integrity of the sample as a whole. Mechanical tests
of TLCP samples with and without banding would reveal whether the
banding actually improves the properties of films.
Domains: A Morphological Explanation
The occurrence of disci inations of strength ± — in groups of
four so as to separate a region of uniform orientation from surroun-
dings of different orientation suggests a domain structure. The
explanation of apparent discontinuities in lamellar trajectories in
terms of continuous molecular director curvature applies to the
characteristic "foursomes" in TEM images as well as bands. Thus in
Figure 41a, the boundaries of the diamond may be described as 90°
inversion walls of the first kind, with rotation of the molecular
director about an axis perpendicular to the plane. Idealized arrange-
ments of defects described in the literature also create four-sided
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regions of orientation. In 1918, Lehmann published trajectory maps for
associated groups of two S = +1 and two S = -1 disclinations (Figures
56a, b).( 113 ) Since a tt wall of molecular reorientation in the plane
of the specimen is present at each side of the square defined by the
disclinations, the orientation of the material within the square and in
the surroundings beyond some minimum distance from the wall is iden-
tical. By comparison, the difference in orientation direction inside
and outside the foursomes observed in TEM images of TLCP ranges from
45 to 90°.
A net rotation of 0° of the molecular director in a circuit
around the foursome is evident. If the foursome could shrink radially,
it would vanish into the surrounding region of uniform orientation,
which is expected because walls are not topol ogi cal ly stable defects.
In contrast, the physical stability of the foursome compared to other
arrangements observed in rapidly quenched samples (Figures 42e-g) is
obvious.
Since the "H" polyester displays some evidence of smectic A
character, and the smectic A phase posesses nontrivial translation sym-
metries, it is appropriate to consider edge dislocations of layers as
possible defects. Figure 57a shows an edge dislocation, which may
decompose into + - and - i disclinations (Figure 57b). Since the
molecules are perpendicular to the layers for the smectic A phase, the
lamellar trajectories observed from Figure 56d would coincide with the
layers, but presumably on a coarser length scale. Two edge disloca-
tions of opposite sign that abut one another (Figure 57c) generate
Figure 56. (a), (b) Trajectory maps for groups of
two S = +1 and two S = -1 di scl i nati ons
(Lehmann , Ref . 113)
.
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Figure 57. (a) Edge dislocation of layers; (b) Edge
dislocation decomposed into S = ± V2
disci inations; (c) Parabol i c wal 1
s
defining a diamond shaped region as a
consequence of impinging edge dislocations;
(d) Enlargement of Fig. 42f with schematic
of zig-zag wall (after Bouligand, Ref. 114).
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parabolic walls which define a diamond shaped region of uniform orien-
tation. Such walls are believed to be unstable with respect to trans-
formation to hyperbolic focal lines,
(
20
) which are the loci of molecu-
lar directors in the focal domains characteristic of smectic substan-
ces. Although an argument for an association between curved lamellae
in TEM images and curved smectic layers could be constructed, the evi-
dence does not suggest the existence of focal domains in the TLC
polyesters.
"Lozenges" of two + | and two - 1 disci inations similar to Figure
57c have been described by Boul i gand( 114 > for cholesteric SMLC com-
pounds. The groupings of four di scl i nations are a specific case of a
more general phenomenon: the association of alternating positive and
negative di scl i nations along walls between areas of different molecular
orientation. Figure 57d shows a bright field TEM image of associated
disci inations in lamellae of the "H" polymer with a schematic of a zig-
zag wall connecting disci inations (after Bouligand). The zig-zag motif
was also observed in an optical image of molten "H" (Figure 28).
Foursomes and more complex polygons occur when a zig-zag wall closes on
itself rather than ending at a disclination line.
One argument against the classification of the polygons as
domains is the mobility of the disclination lines in the LC melt state.
The foursomes or polygons will be similarly mobile such that the con-
tents of any one domain changes continuously over time. In contrast,
the classic view of domains in TLCP invokes domains as structural units
which on deformation slide by one another on weak planes of shear
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(domain boundaries).
Domains: A Modern Rheological View
Rheological theories of TLCP have relied heavily on the concept
of domains to explain the three regions of viscosity vs. shear rate
plots. Recent theories of Marrucci ( 115 ) and Wi ssbrun( 116 ) provide an
elaboration of the polydomain concept espoused by Asada and Onogi,( 117 )
in which a fluid composed of many domains at rest evolves toward a
monodomain on deformation. Marrucci used a homeotropic boundary con-
dition and an arrangement of two S = + — and two S = - - disci ina-
2 2
tions to generate a schematic of a distorted monodomain between
parallel plates (Figure 58a). The seemingly self-contradictory
distorted monodomain is a region of nonuniform director orientation
which corresponds to a local minimum in the distortion energy Fj*
Marrucci assumes that the size of the distorted monodomain, but not the
number or the type of defects, may be altered during flow, with the
justification that the dependence of the distortion energy on R, the
typical distance between di scl inations , is weak (logarithmic) and that
flow visualization experiments^ 63 ) on TLCP have indicated that defects
initially present in samples survive flow. In contrast, Wissbrun main-
tains that the size scale of the domain texture is reduced during shear
flow and that assemblies of domains are space-filling, so the number of
domains increases as their size decreases in flow. Only stylistic dif-
ferences exist between the distorted monodomain as drawn by Marrucci
and Wissbrun (Figures 58a, b). A corresponding orthogonal trajectory
field is easily constructed (Figure 58c).
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(c)
Figure 58. Molecular director trajectories assoc jated
with distorted domain structure, (a) Marrucci
,
Ref 112- (b) Wissbrun, Ref. 113; (c)
Approximate
orthogonal trajectory to (a) and (b). /T^5
of (a) arranged without stagger (d) and
with stagger
(e) of successive rows by a half unit.
Orthogonal
trajectories to (d) with space filling diamonds
(f) and more complex array (g) of
regions of
approximately uniform orientation; (h)
orthogonal
trajectory to (e)
.
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The foursomes, defined by di scl i nations in TEM images do not
themselves fill space, but space-filling arrangements of foursomes
surrounded by curved lamellae can be generated (Figure 55). Molecular
director trajectories for arrays of domains arranged with and without
stagger of successive rows can be drawn (Figures 58d, e). If the
domain itself corresponds to a minimum in the free energy of distor-
tion, arrays of the domains will presumably also minimize Fd . The con-
sequent lamellar trajectory for unstaggered domains, Figure 58f, shows
staggered rows of the foursomes. This arrangement is more complex than
the analogous Figure 55a because each corner of the subunit contributes
toward a foursome which lies in an intermediate row. Space can be
filled with diamond shaped domains constructed using the midpoints of
the sides of the subunit as vertices. The orientation within each
diamond is more nearly uniform than within the domain proposed by
Marrucci
,
yet space can be filled nevertheless. The disclination cores
can be connected in an alternative manner to generate a more complex
pattern of quadrilaterals of three different sizes (Figure 58g). The
smallest diamonds are reminiscent of abutting edge dislocations (Figure
57b). The lamellar trajectory produced by staggering the domains by
one half unit in successive rows (Figure 58h) produces foursomes on a
diamond lattice which do not fill space. As in Figure 58g, it is
possible to draw quadrilaterals connecting the disclination cores such
that the orientation is nearly uniform within each quadrilateral.
Of the possible arrays, Figure 58h, like Figure 55b, best simula-
tes the observed images. It is a paradox comparable to the discrete
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bands of lamellae from continuous molecular director fields that the
diamond shaped foursomes evident in images, which do not themselves
fill space, are logical consequences of arrayed domains of non-uniform
molecular director orientation. In balance, however, it is believed
that the characteristic diamond shaped regions of orientation in TEM
images exist due more to the tendency for groups of four di scl i nations
to form stable associations than to form any intrinsic space filling
domain structure. From the morphologist's point of view, the word
"domain" is best restricted to regions bounded by defects containing
aligned material with some degree of random, but not systematic,
deviations from the average molecular director.
CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
In this chapter, the major conclusions of the investigation are
recapitulated with an emphasis on topics within which important
questions remain to be answered. A short section on future experiments
is intended to serve as a general guide to future researchers in the
area of rigid/flexible TLCP.
Sample Preparation
A novel sample preparation technique developed for TLCP, which
exploits the spreading of molten polymers on a fluid substrate to pro-
duce thin specimens with high local chain orientation (much reduced on
a global level by the banding phenomenon), provided a convenient route
to the first ul trastructural study of rigid/flexible TLC polymers via
TEM. Sensitivity of the observed morphological features, such as
uniaxial as opposed to biaxial LC order and the arrays of disclina-
tions, to the cooling treatment imposed on the molten films attests to
the success of the technique in freezing in molecular orientation
representative of the melt mesophase state.
For certain purposes such as a measurement of the anisotropy of
the thermal expansion coefficient of a frozen biaxial LC film, it would
be convenient to use samples free of the banding disturbance.
Alternative sample preparation techniques, possibly involving orien-
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tation of melts through exposure to electric or magnetic fields, are
worthy of investigation as possible routes to the suppression of
banding. In addition, quantitative measurements of the elastic
constants are possible for LCP from the field dependence of distortions
in a magnetic field imposed using various molecular boundary
conditions.
(
Differences Between TLCP and SMLC
As a consequence of the inhibited rotational motion of polymer
chains relative to small rodlike molecules in the melt state, TLC poly-
mers are more likely than SMLC to exhibit a stable biaxial LC state
within the temperature range of mesophase stability. At some higher
temperature within that range, the chains overcome the barrier to rota-
tion and the uniaxial LC phase is obtained. Although platelike polymer
molecules would exhibit a propensity for biaxial packing, the defini-
tion of a biaxial nematic phase stipulates only that all molecules
assume approximately the identical orientations of all axes due to
highly anisotropic interactions, without specifying the shape or sym-
metry of the molecules. Diffraction patterns of projections down the
chain would be useful in assessing the perfection and spatial extent of
biaxial order; samples with homeotropic boundary conditions or large
tilts of the molecules out of the specimen plane, which were not pro-
duced in this investigation, are required.
The state of frozen-in uniaxial or biaxial order in thin TLCP
films prepared on phosphoric acid cannot be changed by annealing,
contrary to expectations for bulk samples. Thermal analysis of thin
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"Me" films frozen into the apparent uniaxial and biaxial regimes would
be interesting, because the transition enthalpies of melting and
isotropization should be decreased and increased respectively for the
biaxial phase with respect to the uniaxial phase.
The TLC polymers differ further from SMLC in the tendency to
exhibit combinations of the characteristics of classical nematic and
smectic phases. On the basis of electron diffraction, the term "small
scale nematic/large scale smectic" is a suitable description of the
oriented frozen LC phase of the "H" polymer, because the layer lines
closest to the origin, which arise from large distances along the chain
(i.e. 32, 16, and 8A), show evidence of the restriction of intensity to
the meridian, as in smectic A phases. On the level of resolution of
optical microscopy, a primarily nematic melt texture is observed ini-
tially, but the mesophase displays an increasing degree of smectic A
character with deformation followed by annealing in the melt state, as
evidenced by the appearance of the zig-zag motif. The "D" polymer
yields a threaded nematic optical texture and unequivocally smectic SAD
patterns. The possible systematic absence of alternate layer reflec-
tions as a consequence of an intramolecular symmetry element is also a
peculiarity of LC polymers.
Future work to obtain a detailed understanding of the hybrid
nematic/smectic character of the "H" polymer and the main chain rigid/
flexible polymers in general revolves around the calculation of the
molecular transform scattering distribution from reliable model com-
pound atomic coordinates and simple assumptions for the spacer confor-
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mation. Once the scattered intensity expected from a single molecule
is known, computer experiments calculating the intensity expected for
small assemblies of molecules may be performed for different degrees of
axial registration between chains and compared to the experimental
layer line intensity distributions.
Image Interpretation
Comparing banding in rigid/flexible and rigid TLC polyesters, the
similarities are greater than the differences. The curvature of mole-
cular director trajectories across bands is gradual with respect to the
length scale of the monomer units, with the possible exception for
rigid/flexible polymers that abrupt bending at spacer units may occur
for confluent molecular director fields. The possibility of the
segregation of hairpin bends in TLCP spacers would explain the thinner,
less highly drawn material at the boundaries relative to the interior
of bands and allow a fold surface as a feature of the semi crystall i ne
state.
On a length scale more readily visualized using optical
microscopy than TEM, the banded texture is cut by approximately perpen-
dicular lines of confluence. This feature, as well as the self-similar
sub-banding within bands imaged by TEM, suggests that buckling occurs
not only in the original direction of molecular orientation but also in
approximately perpendicular directions. The possible role of a nega-
tive normal stress difference producing a contraction of the aligned
molecules normal to the chain axis should be investigated.
Interpretation of TEM images of bands in semicrystal 1 i ne samples
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is understood in terms of lines of confluence, which arise from
translationally parallel fields of molecular director curvature. The
lamellar decoration of bands provides detailed molecular trajectory
information at a resolution unmatched by any previous experiments on LC
polymers. The crystallization process does not appear to alter molecu-
lar director curvature when annealing is carried out far below the
melting point, but significant rearrangements of the semicrystalline
state are seen on annealing near Tm . Such rearrangements cause the
disappearance of the bands mediated by the movement of disclinations
and the evolution toward a uniform orientation throughout the specimen.
The role of substrates (solid and fluid) on rearrangements of lamellae
during annealing should be investigated by both optical and electron
microscopy.
The beautiful and unambiguous TEM images of disclinations of
strength ± viewed end-on contrast with the ill-defined optical tex-
tures of the molten phenylene bi sterephthal ate polymers. Due to the
different ranges of acceptable specimen thickness for optical
microscopy and TEM investigations at 100 KeV, none of the quenched
oriented samples could be studied by both techniques. Higher voltage
TEM instruments permit the examination of polymer samples on the order
of 1 urn thick, which approaches an acceptable thickness for polarizing
optical microscopy; a future experiment comparing such images from a
single sample would eliminate the ambiguities involved in comparing TEM
images with optical images of samples one to two orders of magnitude
thi cker.
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The question of the existence of orientation domains as described
by Asada and Onogi for LCP is inseparable from the interpretation of
the organization of di scl i nations as revealed by TEM images. It could
be argued that the images represent a degraded polydomain structure,
with a few isolated domains suspended in an oriented continuous phase.
The disordered domain concept of Marrucci is strikingly similar to the
groups of four disci inations present in TEM images, but the assumptions
of the theory that the size of the domains but not the number or type
of defects is variable do not agree well with micrographs showing dif-
ferent populations of "foursomes" (of uniform size) for different
quenching conditions. Although small regions of images may be
accurately described by space filling domains, the stability of groups
1 i
of two S = + — and two S = - — di scl i nations at mutual separations of
2 2
about 1 \im is a more general rationalization of the observed images.
Future Experiments
The semi crystal 1 i ne state of rigid/flexible TLCP may well be of
interest to researchers in the field of small molecule liquid crystals
because of the potential high resolution studies of disclination cores.
The contents of the cores of S * - ~ disclinations could be investi-
gated by STEM microdi ffraction using a probe size comparable to the
core diameter, although radiation damage would limit the effective
signal to noise ratio of the data. In SMLC, the core is assumed to
consist of isotropic fluid, which prevents a divergence in the distor-
tion energy. Comparisons between disclination cores of rigid/flexible
and more highly rigid LC polymers would be most interesting, with the
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distinct possibility that homeotropic rather than isotropic material
would fill the core for stiff chains.
Mixtures of rigid/flexible polymers with conventional flexible
polymers might demonstrate characteristics of a molecular composite.
Interactions between the spacers with polyethylene, as well as the
mesogens with aliphatic polyesters or PET, could be studied by casting
films from a common solvent.
Ideally, a series of TLC polymers for continuation of the present
investigations would have the following characteristics: a variety of
spacer lengths, including even and odd members of a series; solubility
in chlorinated solvents for thin film casting; the ability to
crystallize so as to decorate defects; nematic and smectic materials
according to substituents or spacers; spacers other than methylene
units; and sufficient quantities of key polymers for detailed Theologi-
cal and thermal characterization. A series of polymer fractions would
be useful for studies of the effect of molecular weight on banding,
i.e. the light boundaries separating bands in TEM images are thought to
contain chain ends and possibly low molecular weight material.
In addition to the decoration of di scl i nations , studies of
crystallization in rigid/flexible TLCP are interesting from a general
polymer science perspective. As mentioned in Chapter IV, the variation
of lamellar thickness with the annealing conditions and specimen
thickness should be investigated, perhaps by small angle electron
diffraction. Existing measurements indicate a larger range of observed
crystal thickness than is normally observed for flexible polymers,
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possibly as a consequence of a lower level of the chain entanglements
which place an upper bound on crystal thickness in lamellae of flexible
molecules. Under appropriate conditions, morphologies other than
lamellae may be encountered; the growth of spherulites from solution
cast films and single crystals precipitated from dilute solution are
possibilities.
Deformation microscopy of the banded texture deserves further
exploration, both in the melt state and in conjunction with mechanical
tests of the frozen LC and semicrystal 1 ine states. Exhaustive tests of
smectic TLCP to determine whether banding occurs under any conditions
should be conducted to establish relationships between relative values
of elastic constants and relaxation mechanisms at the cessation of
deformati on
.
To summarize, a detailed ultrastructural study of a few
rigid/flexible TLC polymers has produced evidence for phenomena pre-
viously predicted for small molecule liquid crystals but not observed
(such as the biaxial nematic phase) or not observed at comparable reso-
lution (disci inations). Whether the ultrastructural features described
herein are exceptional or typical of the entire class of rigid/flexible
TLC polymers remains to be seen.
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Appendix A: Sample Preparation
An artifact associated with specimen preparation by melt
spreading is the formation of poly(phosphoric acid), which clings to
copper grids on retrieval of the specimen. The contaminant is easily
recognized in TEM experiments due to excessive curling and general
instability with exposure to the electron beam. The SAD pattern and
bright field image of poly(phosphoric acid) below were taken from a
melt spread TLCP sample prepared at 240°C, where polymerization of the
substrate becomes a problem.
Figure A. Bright field TEM image and SAD pattern of
acid contaminant. Thick regions appear dark.
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C SO AS TO HIT THE SINGULARITIES IN THE CONFLUFNCF
C LINES RIGHT ON.
C
OPEN ( UNIT= 1 r NAME= ' 7A . DAT
'
fTYPE='NEU' )
OPEN (UNIT=2rNAME='7AA.DAT' rTYPE-'NEW
)
COMMON YF(801
)
t YG(200) ,MfNrB<400> r T < 400
)
DO 30 M=-3f4
DO 20 N=1f100
B<N) = (3. 1415927/25. >*N
15 YF(N)=COS<B<N> )+<M*2.5>
WRITE<
1
f*)B<N) >YF(N>
IF( (COS(B(N> ) .LT. .00001 ) .AMD. (COS<B<N) ) . GT . - 00001 ) )G0 TO 20
IF(<SIN(B<N)).LT. .00001 ) .AND. (SIN<B<N) ) . GT . . 00001 ) )G0 TO 20
T<N)=ABS< (SIN(B(N)/2) ) / < COS (B(N)/2 ) )
)
YG < N ) =ALOG ( T ( N )
)
IF ( M . GT . 1 )G0 TO 20
18 URI TE(2r*>B(N) v YG(N)
20 CONTINUE
30 CONTINUE
40 RETURN
CLOSE ( UNIT-
1
f DISP" ' SAVE '
>
CLOSE ( UNI T = 2 ? DISP- ' SAVE '
)
STOP ' FRANK A COMPLETE '
END
201
>P.fP Tit =FRANKAA
. FTN 9 4
C FRANK EXAMPLE 2
C
C IN FRANK AA A LINEAR TERM IS ADDED TO MOL TRAJECTORY
C TESTING SIR CHARLES FRANK ' S MATHEMATICAL EXAMPLES OF TRANSI ATIONALLY
C PARALLEL FAMILIES OF CURVES GENERATING LINES OF CONFLUENCE
C IN THEIR ORTHOGONAL TRAJECTORIES IN EACH CASE HF DETERMINES
C THE ORTHOGONAL TRAJECTORIES BY TAKING THF SLOPE OF THE
C CURVE* INVERTING IT TO GET THE SLOPE OF THE ORTHOGONAL
C TRAJECTORY 9 AND INTEGRATING TO GET THE ORTHOGONAL
C TRAJECTORY.
C CONSTANT K HAS BEEN MADE 1.
C I HAVE MULTIPLIED THE X VARIABLE 9 N 9 BY A CONSTANT
C SO AS TO HIT THE SINGULARITIES IN THE CONFLUFNCE
C LINES RIGHT ON*
C -
OPEN ( UNIT=1 * NAME= ' 7AAA DAT ' ? TYPE= ' NEW '
>
OPEN ( UNIT= 2 r NAME - ' 7AAAA DAT
'
9 TYPE= ' NEW '
)
COMMON YF<801
>
t Y6<200> > MrNr B<400
>
t T ( 400) r Bl f Dl t El t Al rAPI rXQB
TYPE *, 'ENTER Bl, Al 7
ACCEPT *»B1,A1
URITEC1 >*>Blf Al
API=3. 1416/30.
El=( ( < A1**2)-(B1**2) >**(-0.5)
)
D1=SQRT( (Al*#2>/< <B1#*2>-1 )
)
DO 30 M=1f4
DO 20 N=1f149
B(N)= API*N
15 YFCN)=--A1*C0S(B(N> > + (M*25. ) + (BlfcB < N >
)
WRITE( 1 >XOB(N) fYF(N)
C0B=C0S(B(N>/2.
)
IF( ( < COB) • LT . (l.E-5) ) .AND. ( (COB) . GT . ( -1 . E-5 ) ) )G0 TO 20
T<N)=ABS< (SIN<B<N)/2) )
/
( COS (B (N)/2) )
)
YG<N)^E1#AL0G< ABS< ( T ( N ) - ( Al/Bl >+Dl )/< T < N )-< Al/Bl ) -Dl ) ) )
IF(M.GT.1)G0 TO 20
18 WRITE(2>*)B(N) 9 YG < N
)
20 CONTINUE
30 CONTINUE
40 RETURN
CL0SE(UNIT=1 9 DISP='SAVE'
)
CLOSE C UNI T = 2 9 DISP= ' SAVE '
STOP ' FRANKAA COMPLETE
'
END
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,y
>PIP TI :-FRANK». FTN*
C FRANK EXAMPLE 3
C
C TESTING SIR CHARLES FRANK'S MATHEMATICAL EXAMPLES OF TRANSLATIQNAU
C PARALLEL FAMILIES OF CURVES GENERATING LINES OF CONFLUENCE
C IN THEIR ORTHOGONAL TRAJECTORIES
. IN EACH CASE HE DETERMINES
C THE ORTHOGONAL TRAJECTORIES BY TAKING THE SLOPE OF THE
C CURVE f INVERTING IT TO GET THE SLOPE OF THE ORTHOGONAL
C TRAJECTORY f AND INTEGRATING TO GET THE ORTHOGONAL
C TRAJECTORY.
C
OPEN <UNIT=1fNAME='7B.DAT' rTYPE='NEW
)
OPEN <UNIT=2fNAME-'7BB.DAT' f TYPE™ 'NEW
)
COMMON YF(500) , YG(500) f M t N r A f B f AB f D f XN
TYPE *f'WHAT VALUE OF A?'
ACCEPT *fA
TYPE *f'UHAT VALUE OF B?
'
ACCEPT *fB
TYPE *f'UHAT VALUE OF C?(C<1»0>'
ACCEPT *fC
WRITE(1f*)AfBfC
DO 30 M=1f4
DO 20 N=-70f70
XN-N/10.
D-SGRT ( < A*B ) / ( C-A**2 ) )
15 YF<N>=(B*ATAN( < XN/A ) ) >~<C*XN)+<M*7.0)
WRITE (
1
f * ) XN f YF ( N
)
YG(N) = (XN/C)-( <A#B/(n#2.*<C*#2) ) )*AL0(- CAB5< ( D+XN )/ < D-XN ) > > > +9
IF ( M . GT . 1 ) GO TO 20
IF( (YG(N) .GT. 151 . ) .OR. (YG<N) .LT.-150. ) )G0 TO 20
URITE(2f*> XNfYG(N)
20 CONTINUE
30 CONTINUE
RETURN
CLOSE < UNIT=1 fDISP=' SAVE'
)
CLOSE ( UNI T = 2 f DISP= ' SAVE '
STOP 'FRANKS COMPLETE
'
END
>
2U3
>PIP ti :=frankc.ftnf
c
C FRANK EXAMPLE 4
C
C TESTING SIR CHARLES FRANK ' S MATHEMATICAL EXAMPLES OF TRANSLATIONALLY
C PARALLEL FAMILIES OF CURVES GENERATING LINES OF CONFLUENCE
C IN THEIR ORTHOGONAL TRAJECTORIES * IN EACH CASE HE DETERMINES
C THE ORTHOGONAL TRAJECTORIES BY TAKING THE SLOPE OF THE
C CURVEf INVERTING IT TO GET THE SLOPE OF THE ORTHOGONAL
C TRAJECTORY t AND INTEGRATING TO GE T THE ORTHOGONAL
C TRAJECTORY.
C
OPEN ( UNIT - 1 f NAME= ' 7C » DAT
'
t TYPE- 'NEW
)
OPEN <UNIT=2fNAME='7CC.0AT' r TYPE* 'NEW >
COMMON YFC500) fYGCIOO)
f
M ? N ? TN f £< ? A t A2 f B2 >
G
? ARG
TYPE # r ' WHAT VALUE OF A?'
ACCEPT *rA
TYPE*f'WHAT VALUE OF B?'
ACCEPT *fB
WRITE <
1
f*> Af B
G=0. OOOOl
DO 30 M=1f4
DO 20 N=-50r50
IF<N.EG.O)N==G
TN=N/20.
A2=A**2
B2=B**2
15 YF<N)-=B*SORT< (A2/B2>+TN*#2>+<M*.2S)
WRITEC
1
f*)TNfYF<M)
ARG--C ( CA/B)+SQRT<A2/<B2+TN*#2) ) )/TN)
YG < N ) = < (-1 . 0*SQRT ( A2+ < TN*#2/B2 >)) + (( A/B2 ) #ALOG ( ADS ( ARG ) ) )
)
IF < M . GT . 1 )G0 TO 20
10 URITE<2f*)TNfYG(N)
20 CONTINUE
30 CONTINUE
RETURN
CL0SE(UNIT=1 ? DISP='SAVE'
)
CL0SE(UNIT=2fDISP"'SAVE' )
STOP ' FRANKC COMPLETE
'
END
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